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This thesis presents theoretical and experimental works on the iden-
tification and the control of vibrations in professional washing machines
equipped with semi-active dampers and with semi-active Tunable Vibra-
tion Absorbers (TVAs). The study is focused on tub-drum oscillations
and ground force transmission during the spinning, which is the most
critical phase of the whole washing cycle.
The in-house built semi-active dampers are designed and manufac-
tured in such a way as to vary from low to high friction damping levels.
Each of the four semi-active dampers are composed by three components:
the brake shoe assembly, the piston and the brackets to support linear
solenoid transducers. The damping ratio is tuned by varying the clamp-
ing force at the brake shoes. The tuned vibration absorbers are made by
thin cantilever beams with annular cross section and tip masses at the
free ends. The four devices are manually tuned by sliding the tip masses
along the beams in such a way as to modify their fundamental natural
frequencies. The prototypes are built in such a way as to be installed in
the frame structure of the tub-drum assembly of a professional washing
machine.
The study is based on a lumped parameter model for the oscillations
of the tub-drum assembly in the vertical and horizontal directions and
for the normal force transmitted to the floor via the suspension system
formed by four springs and friction dampers connected in parallel. This
standard model is expanded to take into account the dynamic effects
produced by semi-active friction dampers in the suspension system and
to take into account the dynamic effects generated by Tunable Vibration
Absorbers connected to the tub-drum assembly. The oscillations of the
tub-drum assembly and the normal force transmitted to the floor are
derived in terms of Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) with respect
to the components in horizontal and vertical directions of the centrifu-
gal force produced by the unbalanced load in the drum. The simulation
results are validated experimentally for all configurations studied, us-
ing an off-the-shelf Electrolux W565H washing machine, which has been
equipped with the prototyped semi-active friction dampers and with the
prototyped Tunable Vibration Absorbers specifically built for this study.
The thesis is structured in three parts. The first part is focused on the
derivation of the standard lumped parameter model and the derivation of
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the equations of motion for the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly in
the vertical and horizontal directions and for the normal force transmit-
ted to the floor via the suspension system formed by four springs and fric-
tion dampers connected in parallel. The validity of the proposed model
and formulations is assessed experimentally by comparing the FRFs of
the displacements of the tub-drum assembly per unit centrifugal force
in horizontal and vertical directions with measured FRFs taken with ac-
celerometers placed on top and on the side of the tub of the washing
machine. Also, the FRF of the normal force transmitted to the floor
per unit centrifugal force in vertical direction is compared with the FRF
measured using four load cells placed on the feet of the washing machine.
The experimental validations consider two configurations of the suspen-
sion system: the first is formed only by lightly damped springs whereas
the second is formed by the lightly damped springs with in parallel heav-
ily damped passive friction dampers. The latter configuration replicates
the standard operative conditions of the tested washing machine. The
study shows that the model reproduces the principal features of the dy-
namic response of the washing machine in the entire frequency range
covered by the drum spinning velocity. The spectra of the FRFs for the
amplitude of the drum oscillations in horizontal and vertical directions
are characterized by two resonance peaks at low frequencies whose amp-
litude is dictated by the resonant responses of the fundamental modes in
horizontal and vertical directions of the tub-drum assembly mounted on
the four elastic mounts and dampers. At higher frequencies, the amp-
litude of the oscillations in the horizontal and vertical directions levels to
a constant value, which is proportional to the unbalance factor produced
by the load in the drum. The normal force transmitted to the floor is
also characterized by two resonance peaks at low frequencies. However,
at higher frequencies, the transmitted force rises proportionally with fre-
quency and with the damping factor of the dampers in the suspension
system. Therefore, the general conclusion of this introductory study
was that, to lower the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and the
force transmission at the low frequency resonances, high damping levels
should be implemented in the suspension system. However, this would
also tend to magnify the force transmission to the floor at high spinning
velocities. For this reason, normally designers select the dampers in such
a way as to guarantee a compromise where the low frequency resonance
effects are mitigated as well as the high frequencies force transmission.
In this way the two principal problems that affects the dynamic response
of washing machines are somehow tackled: first, the amount of space
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needed to avoid the tub-drum assembly hits the chassis of the machine
at low spinning speeds and second, the walking phenomenon at higher
spinning speeds.
Furthermore, the first part of the thesis provides an empirical model
of the time and frequency dependent residual moisture content in clothes,
which can be used to predict the variation of the amount of unbalance
during the spinning cycle. Constant garments composition, constant
temperature, constant filling coefficient and no use of detergent are as-
sumed. A scaling analysis showed there is no significant influence of
the drum shape and washing capacity on water retention for the shape
factors and G-acceleration range of professional washing machines.
The second part of the thesis is focused on the modelling, theoret-
ical analysis and experimental implementation of semi-active dampers
in a professional washing machine, specifically designed to reduce the
tub-drum assembly oscillations and the normal force transmission to
ground. Based on the findings in the first part of the study, the semi-
active damper has been designed in such a way as it can switch from a
very high to a very low damping level. The four semi-active dampers con-
nected in parallel with the elastic suspension are therefore set to work
with high damping levels at low spinning frequencies where the tub-
drum oscillations and normal force transmission are characterized by the
resonant responses of the fundamental natural modes of the tub-drum
assembly and elastic suspension system. At higher spinning frequencies,
the four semi-active dampers are instead switched to very low damping
values such that the normal force transmitted to the floor is minimized
without affecting the amplitude of the tub-drum oscillations, which, in
this frequency range, only depend on the unbalance factor. Also in this
part of the work, the validity of the model and formulations developed
for the tub-drum assembly mounted on elastic mounts equipped with
the proposed semi-active dampers has been assessed experimentally by
comparing the FRFs of the displacements of the tub-drum assembly in
horizontal and vertical directions with measured FRFs taken with accel-
erometers placed on top and on the side of the tub of the tested washing
machine. Moreover, the FRF of the normal force transmitted to the floor
in vertical direction has been compared with the FRF measured using
four load cells placed on the feet of the tested washing machine. Also in
this case the model has been found to accurately reproduce the principal
features of the dynamic response of the washing machine equipped with
the semi-active dampers in the entire frequency range covered by the
drum spinning velocity. The amplitudes of the two resonance peaks that
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characterize the spectra of the FRFs for the amplitude of the tub-drum
oscillations in horizontal and vertical directions and the FRF for the nor-
mal force transmitted to the floor at low frequencies are greatly reduced
by the high level of damping generated at low frequencies. Moreover, the
low levels of damping produced at higher frequencies effectively reduce
the normal force transmitted to the floor without affecting the amplitudes
of the tub-drum oscillations, which are mitigated by the ballast masses.
The third part of the thesis is focused on the modelling, formula-
tion and experimental implementation of semi-active Tunable Vibration
Absorbers in a professional washing machine, which replace the classical
ballast masses used to mitigate the dynamic response of the machine at
higher frequencies than the fundamental resonance frequencies. These
devices are designed to reduce the drum oscillations and normal force
transmission to ground specifically at the excitation frequency, by tuning
their characteristic resonance frequency to the excitation frequency, that
is the drum spinning velocity. Therefore, to operate in the entire spinning
range of the washing machine, they require a continuous tracking of the
drum spinning velocity to adapt the tuning of the TVAs to the excitation
frequency. Also in this case the validity of the model and formulations
developed for the tub-drum mounted on classical spring-damper mounts
and equipped with the proposed tunable vibration absorbers, which re-
place the ballast masses, has been assessed experimentally by comparing
the FRFs of the displacements of the tub-drum assembly per unit cent-
rifugal force in horizontal and vertical directions with measured FRFs
taken with accelerometers placed on top and on the side of the tub of
the tested washing machine. Moreover, the FRF of the normal force
transmitted to the floor per unit centrifugal force in vertical direction
has been contrasted with the FRF measured using four load cells placed
on the feet of the washing machine. In this case the model has been
found to partially reproduce the principal features of the dynamic re-
sponse of the washing machine. This was due to the design chosen for
the tunable vibration absorbers, which resulted being characterised by
side effects not taken into account during the design stage. In particu-
lar, the cantilever beam-tip mass construction resulted difficult to install
and balance. Nevertheless, initial tests were implemented, which showed
that the spectra of the FRFs for the amplitude of the drum oscillations
in horizontal and vertical directions and the FRF for the normal force
transmission to the floor would be characterized by an antiresonance
peak at the tuning frequency of the TVA, that is a significant reduction
of the tub-drum oscillations and normal force transmission to ground.
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Although the results produced in this third part of the study refer to
a limited set of tuning frequencies, they clearly indicate the potential
advantages of this solution, which could in fact require a fraction of the
ballast mass with clear practical advantages in terms of transportation
and production costs of the washing machine.
The thesis is enriched with three appendixes that provide the tech-
nical drawings of the semi-active damper, of the cantilever beam with
tip mass and of the base-framework used to performed the tests.
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This thesis studies the dynamic response of professional washing ma-
chines in order to reduce vibration transmission and to improve mechan-
ical design. More specifically, this work aims to diminish the oscillations
of the tub-drum assembly generated by non uniform mass distribution
of washed garments and, furthermore, to enhance the ground vibration
isolation in such a way as to mitigate the undesired vibrations transferred
to the floor. In particular it considers both semi-active dampers com-
posed by disengaging system and Tunable Vibration Absorbers (TVA)
based on cantilever beam with a movable tip mass construction. The
thesis presents a detailed model of the dynamic response of the wash-
ing machine and introduces a new experimental load characterisation
by predicting the amount of water contained in the cloths during an
extraction cycle. This affects the “dewatering performance” of the wash-
ing machine, and this has a direct impact on the drum oscillations and
vibration transmission to the floor.
This section introduces the use and development of professional appli-
ances in history with special attention on cloth washers, and the effects of
laundry system on electricity and water consumption. It then points out
the main constrains for the mechanical design of professional washing ma-
chines, with respect to the dynamic response of the tub-drum assembly.
The principal phases of a washing cycle are described with a particu-
lar focus on the spinning phase where the water retention phenomena
on the washed load are particularly relevant. Successively, vibrational
effects of the appliances are introduced in details and associated to the
distribution of garments inside the drum. Moreover the different typo-
logy of suspension system and TVAs devices is revised in detail and a
comparison between passive and semi-active vibration control solutions
is thoroughly examined. A summary of the objectives, contributes and
structure of the thesis concludes the chapter.
1
2 Introduction
Figure 1.1: Picture of the first sketch of a mechanism to wash textile
done by Ottavio Strada in 15th century [1].
1.1 Professional washing machine
The invention of washing machines goes back to the 15th century,
when Ottavio Strada sketched his first idea about a mechanism probably
intended for use in textile manufacturing as showed in Figure 1.1.
A century later John Hoskins put some dirty garments in a sort of
bag which could be immersed in water and squeezed by using a gear with
wheels and cylinders. Later, on 1691, an English patent was described as
a kind of “engine” for variety of usages, like oiling and dressing leather
and cloth, raising water, washing clothes, milling sugar canes, pounding
minerals, pounding and brushing seeds, pounding charcoal and pound-
ing rags to make paper [2]. Several designs were patented before 1800,
but the most famous was done by Edward Beetham hooked up with
Thomas Todd in 1790’s in London where the first portable washing mill
was described as showed in Figure 1.2. The machine was composed by
a large wooden tub where the clothes were inserted to be washed. A
manual rotating lever was used to set some blades into rotation, in such
a way as to create the mechanical action that simulate the rubbing of
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Figure 1.2: Picture of the original Beetham’s royal patent washing mill
No. 27 Fleet Street, London / Miss Beetham delt. Published in January.
1st, 1791 by Crouch & Stevenson [3].
laundresses. The development of washing machines, and more in general
laundry machineries, collided with the fear of laundrywomen to lose their
job, even though this invention was developed to help them and facilitate
their working conditions. These concerns were mitigated thanks to the
persuasive advertising campaigns of Schäffer in Germany and Beetham
in London and the development of laundry machinery grew in the later
years.
Several patents came in succession among which it is relevant to men-
tion the first washing machine equipped with a rotating drum invented
by Henry Sidgier, which started the electromechanical integration by in-
stalling an electrical motor to rotate the drum. Soon after the concept
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Figure 1.3: Picture of the Thor washing machine, the first washing ma-
chine that provided an electrical engine directly coupled to the rotating
drum (1910).
of automation was introduced in laundry by Alva J.Fisher as reported in
the patent registered at United States Patent Office. He first designed
a drive mechanism for the rotating drum in 1910 [4] and then improved
the concept using shaft coupling systems to directly connect the elec-
tric engine to the rotating drum of the appliance [5]. This solution was
implemented on “Thor washing machine” (showed in Figure 1.3) and
manufactured by the Hurley Machine Company of Chicago.
Over the years, the technological development has greatly improved
the mechanical design of washing machines, making them more reliable
and cheap, which has led to widespread use in the laundry automation.
The economic development, which brought to the development of new
commercial activities, introduced professional machines in the market
in order to satisfy the new habits of people. The Electrolux AB pub-
lic annual report 2018 documents the increase of net sales from 7723 to
8666 million SEK during the last year in professional market [6] with
the great contribute of laundry market. Professional laundry machines
are specifically designed and manufactured for industrial applications or
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when longer life, robustness, high load capacity and fast cleaning cycle
become relevant. Indeed, these products have not only to preserve the
features and the usability of home appliances but also improve both their
durability and washing performances. In fact, they must handle the high
extraction force of the spin cycles which results from the high washing
load capacity that can reach up to 400 kg with consequent effects on the
final cost. This makes professional washing machines suitable for use in
commercial laundry shops, hotels and apartment buildings. In fact, self
service laundries are characterised by many typology of professional ma-
chines like cloth washers, tumble dryers, ironers, etc. in order to cover
all the different types of use and requirements. Business working hours
of these companies typically run from 6 a.m. to 10 p.m. and the stores
usually occupy from 1000 to 5000 square feet of retail space. There are
about 29500 coin laundries in the United States, generating nearly $5
billion dollars in gross revenue annually that grows proportionally to the
increase in population [7]. These data make possible to understand how
professional machines, unlike domestic machines, have to guarantee a
daily operation continuity in diverse environmental conditions. Indeed,
wide range of temperature, humidity, amount of detergent, hardness of
water, plant layout, etc. vary considerably throughout the world. Even
more, the final user typically do not pay much attention on the use of pro-
fessional appliance and this increases the damage or break down risk. For
these reasons professional appliances have a comparatively much more
robust structure as showed in Figure 1.4 where the panels, the frame and
the structure of the machine are made in stainless steel instead of plastic
as happens in the domestic cloth washers.
Laundry activities have an important impact on world energy and wa-
ter consumption. Therefore the new regulations impose limits in order
to lower their environmental impacts. As described in the “Final re-
port: Preparatory Studies for Eco-design Requirements of Energy-using
Products” written by Öko-Institute e.V. and BIO Intelligence Service,
the relative energy consumption of professional washing machines can
be divided in sub-categories based on three needs: energy used for wa-
ter heating, energy for the motor action and the energy supply for all
the electronic components [8]. Considering the classification of profes-
sional washing machines based on washing capacity, Table 1.1 provides
a summary of the energy, water and detergent consumption.
Energy, water and detergent consumption are real and relevant prob-
lems also thanks to the wide global diffusion of professional laundries and
in particular washing machines. So the attempt to improve the whole
cleaning cycle is an important aspect in order to increase the efficiency
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Figure 1.4: Picture of a professional washing machine WH6-20 by Elec-
trolux Professional S.p.A. with 20 kg of dry load washing capacity (2019).
Table 1.1: Annual energy, water and detergent consumption per pro-












< 15 14400 3026 233280 330
15÷40 42200 10973 740610 798
> 40 194400 81648 3265920 4199
barrier washer 56300 26461 1080960 1216
washing tunnel 3825000 1606500 27540000 41310
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Figure 1.5: Sinner’s circle for cleaning operations.
of the system. The main influences on resources need and cleaning per-
formance are described in the Sinner’s circle of Figure 1.5. This diagram
defines the relations and quantify the energy needs of the washing phases
that affect the final washing result, which are: time, thermal, chemical
and mechanical action. The idea behind the scheme is that, different sec-
tions of the circle can be changed in their size by privileging one action
in respect to the others, but the total area remains preserved in order to
guarantee the energy necessary to perform the cleaning. For instance if
the temperature is reduced to save energy, the washing time gets longer
or more detergent has to be used [9] to balance the cleaning operation.
However the Sinner’s circle does not take into account the type of textile
and consumer behaviour in laundry care. In recent years there is greater
attention on reducing the environmental impact of laundry machines,
therefore the mechanical action is advantaged in order to lower water
consumption in the washing cycle. For this reason the mechanical design
of the machine is becoming more and more relevant to guarantee the
required performance and limit the use of other forms of energy.
1.2 Operation phases of washing machines
A professional washing machine provides different washing cycles
which are specifically design based on the type of cloth and its level of
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dirty. The cleaning program most known and used is the “60◦C cotton
cycle” which is composed by a combination of main-wash, drain, extrac-
tion and rise phases and it is normally provided by all the suppliers of
appliances. Throughout the main-wash, the tub is filled of water previ-
ously warmed up to the desired temperature and mixed with detergent
and softener. The drum rotates clockwise and counter clockwise at low
speed to blend the laundry in such a way as to enhance the rubbing of
the clothes. This improves the mechanical action that removes the stains
of dirt. The main-wash is followed by the drain phase where the residual
water not absorbed by the textile is drained through the plumbing of the
machine in few seconds. Often an intermediate short and weak extraction
phase is required in order to lower the water content of the textile before
a successive rising phase starts. This allows to remove any detergent
and dirty particles dissolved in the water and to refresh washed clothes.
A series of drain, extraction and rinse cycles can be planned in succes-
sion after the main-wash, depending on the type, amount and quality of
washed load. Any cloth washer ends its operations with the extraction
cycle, also defined spinning cycle, in which the revolution speed of the
drum normally increases up to the maximum limit. Thus the clothes are
exposed to the centrifugal force that drains out the water in the so called
dewatering process, which is relevant to short the post drying operations
in tumble dryers and thus to save energy and time in the entire laundry
process. The spinning phase is critical both for dewatering and for the
vibration transmission to floor. The not uniform mass distribution of
the clothes inside the rotating drum produces an unbalance effect in the
rotor, which generates a centrifugal force that excites the structure of
the appliance as well as the base floor. This force grows with the square
of the angular speed of the rotating drum. Therefore the spinning phase
produces the maximum mechanical excitation of the structure and floor.
Hence the features of the spinning cycle, i.e. both in terms of time and
speed, plays a fundamental role to avoid overloading the appliance and
to maintain an acceptable duration of the washing process. To guaran-
tee the final drying specifications it is relevant the washing machine can
detect and predict the amount of moisture content in the clothes during
the extraction cycle based on the type of load and on the dimension of
the washing tub.
1.2.1 Water retention
The mechanical design of the principal components of the washing
machine is strongly related to the extraction performances since the cent-
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rifugal force, which is responsible of the water removal from wet textiles,
increases with the diameter and spinning velocity of the drum. The
amount of residual water content in the garments, greatly influences the
successive dry process, which normally has a significant impact on the
time and cost of the washing process. Indeed, as discussed by Carter &
Shah [10], the energy necessary for drying fabrics strongly depends on the
textile residual moisture. For this reason, it is important to predict and
control the water content during the extraction phase. Many paramet-
ers may influence this process, such as the type of textile, the appliance
capacity, the amount of load and its aging, the quantity and chemical
composition of detergents, the principal fluid parameters (water temper-
ature and hardness), the spinning speed and washing programs [11]. In
general, literature lacks data on textiles water retention, in particular
in relation to washing machines operations. In contrast, studies can be
found on soil and generic porous media. These works are typically based
on empirical models derived from numerical approaches, which are usu-
ally implemented with Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and thus
are limited to special cases and configurations where the CFD model can
provide reliable results. The laundry dewatering process considered in
this study is a rather complex process, and thus, this study presents an
empirical model for the dewatering based on measurements taken on typ-
ical washing machines used for professional laundry. Although literature
lacks studies on the dewatering process in washing machines, several wa-
ter retention models are used in hydrology to predict fluid flow through
soil. Normally these models are based on either analytical formulations,
numerical simulations or experimental measurements. Nevertheless, the
complexity of the water retention phenomenon makes it necessary that
all these approaches are based on important hypothesis that simplify the
problem at hand while yet preserving the most relevant aspects. There-
fore the construction of these models is strongly related to the practical
application at hand, as in fact this thesis does by referring to the specific
problem of water retention in washing machines.
Analytical models of water retention
Brooks [12] and Cheng & Gulliksson [13] described analytically the
flow of fluids on porous media considering bi-phasic fluid composed by
water and air. They presented some analytical solutions to model the
effective permeability, like for example Corey’s approximated formula-
tion [14], which includes also the capillarity pressure profile across the
fluid interface. The use of Richard’s equation [15] was suggested to sim-
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plify the calculation considering the air-phase pressure constant. Brooks
& Corey [12] also proposed a test rig to characterise the average features
when air and water flow through fabrics is in steady-state conditions.
Nevertheless, these models cannot be satisfactorily implemented to study
the water retention of fabrics in spinning washing machines since the hy-
pothesis of constant pore size distribution made in the models is not
satisfied in practice due to the stretching and compressing phenomena
that occur in the fabrics during the spinning. Moreover, the effective
permeability estimation cannot be considered under steady-state condi-
tions. An experimental setup was built by Brasquet et al. [16] to study
pressure drops of air and water through several different textile fabrics.
The collected data were used into Belkacemi and Broadbent’s model and
the outcomes were employed to train a Neural Network (NN) model for
successive statistical analysis. The study confirmed the influence of op-
erating conditions and swelling phenomena on pressure drops effects.
Loeb [17] used Gurnham and Masson’s soil hypothesis to describe
water retention of cotton fabric. A step-by-step compressional load was
used to reduce water content. However, the model resulted reliable only
for low pressure ranges. Salehi Rad et al. [18] analysed water retention
in hollow fibres compared to solid assemblies with equal linear density.
They highlighted a simple law for the water retention with respect to the
hollow-fibre weight fractions.
Several analytical models for the prediction of water flow in porous
media is available in hydrology. Darcy’s law is commonly implemented
to predict steady-state laminar water flow. Mongan [19] used a centri-
fugal technique to vary the gradient of pressure and extend the valid-
ity of the Darcy’s equation also to transient conditions, whereas Ghane
et al. [20] introduced Forchheimer’s coefficient to consider non-Darcy
inertial effects. Beckett & Augarde [21] presented a pore-size distribu-
tion analysis incorporating porosity and particles of different dimensions,
shapes and separation distances to predict water retention properties.
This geometry approach is time consuming and needs knowledge of mi-
cro and macro structure of every media. Other techniques were discussed
by Castellini et al. [22] using three different Beerkan Estimation of Soil
Transfer (BEST) procedures in such a way as to obtain a complete hy-
draulic characterization which was compared to the reference evaporation
method. Here, two constants of the soil must be determined: β, related
to the shape of the grains and ν, which is a geometric correction factor.
Nevertheless the results obtained with these procedures were found to
underestimate the flow unless a fine tuning of the input data is provided.
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The mathematical models described above used many parameters
connected to the physical characteristics of soil and textiles. Maggi [23]
proposed an algorithm to reliably derive these parameters, which is based
on a heuristic global optimization method (well suited to solve multidi-
mensional problems involving continuous variables), and achieved signi-
ficant results. Furthermore Neural Networks (NN) can be exploited to
derive the key coefficients of the models. Ebrahimi et al. [24] applied
a NN on ten soil water retention curve models with fitting accuracy
that depends on the functions used in the hidden layer. Moosavizadeh-
Mojarrad et al. [25] implemented two NNs to estimate volumetric water
content of soil and matrix head as input for Van Genuchten model with
an accuracy strongly dependent on the equation used.
Numerical models
Multi-phase fluid flow on porous media must be considered to prop-
erly reconstruct the permeability and retention properties of fabrics. This
is a rather challenging numerical task, which, however, can nowadays be
implemented even for the fabrics with complex structure thanks to the
increasing computational power of computers [26]. Rief et al. [27] did
numerical simulations with virtual models including the macro, meso
and microstructures to generate permeability data of fabrics with com-
plex structures. The models were derived following two approaches: the
first was based on realistic input parameters of woven textiles whereas
the second reconstructed the 3D geometry from sequences of 2D cross
section images. The 3D geometry was then used to predict the mechan-
ical flow properties of the fabric by solving the equations of motion of
the equivalent porous medium. Despite the complexity of the proposed
model, the results obtained from the simulations were not entirely sat-
isfactory, primarily because the model was not able to correctly predict
the stresses (mechanical, thermal and chemical) occurring in real fabrics.
CFD techniques cannot be easily employed to predict the fluid flow
properties of fabrics in washing machines because the gradient of pres-
sure generated during the spinning phase is unknown. To predict the
transient state both the water and airflow conditions should be taken
into consideration in the model of the equivalent loaded porous medium.
Moreover, the equations of motion should also describe the textile elastic
behaviour and the absorption limit due to capillary effects [28]. During
the cycle, the physical and geometrical parameters of the textiles change
in relation with the relative stretching produced by the spinning. This
further complicates the model and makes the computing time unaccept-
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able for laundry applications.
Water retention numerical analysis has been successfully applied to
study soil drainage. Narasimhan & Witherspoon [29] presented an In-
tegrated Finite Difference Method (IFDM) to solve ground water flow
problems. The proposed approach is easier and faster to implement with
respect to a Finite Element Method (FEM) of similar accuracy. Never-
theless this approach also cannot be easily implemented to predict fluid
flow on textiles, particularly on textiles contained on a spinning drum.
In conclusion, the fluid flow models available in the literature cannot
be successfully employed to predict and generate water retention data
for textiles in spinning washing machines.
Experimental models
Water retention phenomena can also be successfully described with
empirical laws based on experimental data. For instance, a number of
experimental techniques can be found in the literature to estimate the
water retained by different porous media under controlled conditions.
One of these is the spinning technique, which is similar to what happens
to cloths in the drum of a washing machine. Carter & Shah [10] studied
the water surface tension on cotton, which is related to the residual wa-
ter content in fabrics, using a centrifugal system. The setup was made
by a centrifuge tube with a drilled copper insert on it, in such a way as
water can flow out of it. The relationship between the Residual Mois-
ture Content (RMC) and the water surface tension was demonstrated.
They showed that the RMC tends to lower exponentially by increasing
the ejection force. Similar techniques are also used for soil, clay and cel-
lulose as proved by Reatto et al. [30] who obtained encouraging results
and compared the centrifuged method with respect to the standard one.
Saboya et al. [31] exploited a small centrifuge system to confirm the Van
Genuchten model. Caputo & Nimmo [32] compared Steady-State Cent-
rifuge (SSC) and Quasi Steady-State (QSC) methods to establish water
flow in unsaturated porous rock samples. Spinning tests increase driv-
ing force, yielding more accurate values of water retention and hydraulic
conductivity. They reported that, in the most favourable condition, the
SSC approach has an uncertainty of about ±8% for compressible media.
Cheng et al. [33] demonstrated that for cellulosic material, the main para-
meters affecting water retention under centrifugal force are time, speed,
and the type of filter used in the machine.
The water absorption of terry towels was investigated by Petrulyte &
Baltakyte [34] using stereoscopic zoom microscope and a digital camera.
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They studied the impact of water, heat, mechanical action and indus-
trial washing on absorption performance. The wetting process was faster
in fabrics affected by laundry and the experimental results were best de-
scribed by polynomial and exponential empirical equations. Furthermore
it was found that adding detergent at the washing of terry woven fab-
rics increases water absorption up to 1.8 − 2.2 times compared to grey
samples [35].
1.3 Vibration in washing machines
The spinning process in a washing machine is a source of undesired
vibrations and noise, which can cause distress on people as well as re-
duce system lifetime, reliability and washing capacity [36]. As previously
described in Section 1.2 the extraction cycle is the most relevant oper-
ation from the mechanical point of view because the mechanical forces
produced by the drum increase proportionally with the square of the
angular speed. In order to lower the residual water content, an even
greater extraction speed is desired in such a way as to guarantee high
performances and fast drying process. This need clashes with the mech-
anical requirements and thus the design of the machine requires a proper
optimisation study to improve the durability of the entire system. Ran-
dom distribution of the cloths inside the tub, resulting from the previous
washing cycle, tend to imbalance the rotating drum and thus to generate
high levels of vibrations. Indeed serious vibrational problems can occur
when the cylinder spins up to high speed bringing the machine even to
failure. The amount of unbalance mass depends on both the weight of
the laundry, its position and the conditions of the washing mode [37].
To mitigate vibrations and noise emission, the isolation system used
to suspend the drum must be carefully designed in the first instance.
Despite the appliance has to pass certification tests before being released
into the market, nowadays, in Europe, the only official vibration out-
put in terms of performance classifications concerns noise sound pressure
measurements. The sound levels are not necessarily related to drum vi-
brations since also the motor and other components can also generate
significant levels of noise. Few attempts have been made to classify the
amount of vibration due to contacts: for example the method developed
for Consumers Union (USA) [38] and the one used by Swedish Consumer
Agency. These tests measure the accelerations of the mechanical com-
ponents at specific points when the appliance is placed in a standardised
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floor. In practice, the measures are influenced by the external environ-
ments, i.e. structure and material of the floor, and by the mechanical
configurations of the tested machines. This makes the tests unreliable
and difficult to compare. In fact, these type of tests have caused prob-
lems in ensuring repeatability and are perhaps one of the reasons why
a standard international measurement method has not been not estab-
lished yet [36].
Vibrations in washing machine are also responsible of the “walking”
phenomenon, which is an unstable behaviour of the appliance that occurs
during the spinning and is characterised by a sliding oscillation of the feet,
which progressively moves away from the set position of the machine.





Figure 1.6: Representation of the three waking vibrational modes of
washing machine: translational slip (left), rotational slip (center), tip
(right).
The tip mode is typically negligible in modern washing machines,
thanks to the unbalance control system and to the suspension system
used to hold the tub-drum assembly. The prevalent effects are therefore
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the translational and rotational slips. To limit these effects the feet are
designed to guarantee the maximum friction coefficient with a wider rage
of floors. The torque effects, produced by the unbalance load on the tub-
drum assembly, are typically low, thus the walking phenomenon is mainly
generated by the two components of the centrifugal force, which harmon-
ically affects the force components transferred to the ground through the
feet. In particular the normal component harmonically varies the friction
force between the floor and connection points which is alternatively re-
duced and increased, while the tangential component opposes the static
friction and moves the appliance. In case of professional washing ma-
chines, the washing capacities, and consequently the unbalance loads, are
comparatively much higher than in domestic machine, therefore standard
supports do not ensure the adherence. Clamping system are commonly
provided in order to fix the chassis of the machine to the floor through
four or more screws of different strength. Figure 1.7 shows an example
of the anchorage system for one foot of the W565H professional washing
machine by Electrolux Professional.
Figure 1.7: Detail view of the anchorage system for the W565H pro-
fessional washing machine.
To minimise the walking phenomenon, the suspension system for the
tub-drum assembly must be properly designed. Indeed, it should be
designed to effectively dissipate vibrations, to guarantee a low static
deflection of the tub-drum assembly and to minimise the energy transfer
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from the machine to the floor.
The washing capacity is a key parameter both in terms of customer
satisfaction and business market positioning. For this reason the main
suppliers aim to manufacture appliances equipped with larger and larger
drum capacity. This generally amplifies the centrifugal force, due to the
scale of the radial dimension of the inner drum, whit the consequent in-
crease of the mechanical stress and oscillations of the tub-drum assembly.
The size of the of the tub-drum assembly must be kept inside a safety
range to avoid the drum impacting the external frame of the cloth washer.
In fact, when the motor spins the drum from low speed to the centrifugal
speed, the system harmonic oscillations pass by the fundamental reson-
ance frequency of the tub-drum-mounts assembly, where the oscillations
are greatly magnified so that the tub-drum assembly could collide with
the external framework of the machine and panels. In order to lower the
ground force transmission, the suspensions are normally chosen as soft
as possible compatibly with the static deflection requirement. Therefore
it is not possible to avoid the oscillation produced by the drum spinning
and so avoid the fundamental resonance frequency of the machine.
1.3.1 Design constrains
As shown in Figure 1.8, the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly are
characterised by 6 Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) in the frequency range
of interest.
The non-uniform mass distribution of the clothes inside the rotating
drum generates the unbalance of the rotor and thus additional and not
uniform centrifugal forces and torques act on the structure once the ma-
chine is set to spin. Figure 1.9 shows a sketch of the oscillation mode
of a rotor with lumped imbalance masses mu on it. When the mass is
placed in the rotating cylinder in such a way as to only shift its ellips-
oid of inertia also the center of mass of the entire system is shifted in
turn as shown in Figure 1.9 (a). This leads to translations of the system
along the two axes. On the contrary when the lumped masses provide
a torque into the rotating drum, the ellipsoid of inertia rotates around
its center as shown in Figure 1.9 (b). This configuration does not shift
the center of revolution of the system, but generates rotary oscillations
of the drum [40].




















Figure 1.9: Static (a) and dynamic (b) unbalance behaviour of a rotat-
ing drum [41].
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To mitigate these effects, precise design constraints are needed to
avoid possible collisions of the tub with the chassis of the machine and
to weaken the force transferred to the floor. First of all the diameter of
the rotating drum is normally chosen slightly smaller than that of the
initial design stage, thus at the expense of the washing capacity, but in
such a way as to ensure safety gaps with the lateral panels of the chassis
of the machine. This solution helps to avoid undesired collisions when
the frequency of excitation is close to the resonance frequency of the
elastic suspension and tub-drum assembly.
To lower large oscillations, the suspended components are connected
to the framework by a suspension system which is typically composed of
four passive dampers and helical springs connected in parallel, as shown
in Figure 1.10. Since the static unbalance is typically more relevant with
respect to the dynamic unbalance, the dampers are installed in such a
way as to primarily dissipate drum vibration energy in vertical (y) and
horizontal (x) directions, whereas the energy due to the rotating modes
is mitigated by the silent block bushings of the mounts. The translations
along the longitudinal axis of the cylinder (z) are commonly low and
weakened by a gummy seal placed between the cylinder and the front or
back panels of the case. Since the ground force transmission is a critical
problem in washing machines, the springs are chosen to be as soft as
possible, compatible with the allowed static deflection of the suspended
mass. This solution lowers the vibration of the elastic mounts and tub-
drum assembly at the resonance frequency and also lowers the ground
force transmissibility at higher speeds [42].
In addition, as shown in Figure 1.10 to reduce the resonance fre-
quency of the elastic suspension and tub assembly, ballast masses are
installed in the suspended frame. This solution is commonly implemen-
ted in professional washing machines because it lowers the amplitude of
the drum oscillations for a given unbalance, thus higher loads can be used
without excessive oscillations of the tub-drum assembly. Ballast masses
can commonly reach 60% of the total suspended mass. This obviously
increases the final cost of the appliance.
1.4 Suspensions: passive and semi-active
In general vibration reduction can be achieved in many different
ways; the most commons are based on stiffening, damping, and isola-
tion solutions. Stiffening consists of shifting the resonance frequency of
the structure beyond the frequency band of excitation. Damping con-
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Figure 1.10: CAD view of the tub-drum assembly mounted on the
suspension system composed by four passive dampers and four helical
springs connected in parallel.
sists of reducing the amplitude of the response at resonance frequencies
by energy dissipation. Isolation consists of preventing the propagation
of disturbances to sensitive parts of the systems via a damped elastic
element [43]. Stiffening techniques are not suitable for washing machine
because they would excessively stiffen the elastic suspension and thus in-
crease the force transmitted to the ground, which is the vibration of the
floor and consequent noise radiation. Damping treatments are normally
effective for the reduction of vibrations of large distributed flexible struc-
tures, such as the lateral panels of machine chassis. Vibration isolation
with damped elastic mounts is instead a very convenient option to lower
the vibration and force transmission produced by an unbalanced rotating
drum. The mounts are typically composed by springs and dampers spe-
cifically designed to support and minimise the amplitude of oscillation
of the tub-drum assembly and the force transmissibility to the ground.
They normally act by changing the dynamic response of the suspended
element, which is by lowering the stiffness of the joint, thus lowering the
fundamental resonance frequency of the suspension-tub-drum assembly
and by optimally damping the resonant response. Isolators can be pass-
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ive, semi-active or active devices, even though the latter are never used
in laundry applications due to their initial and maintenance costs and
energy consumptions. Passive devices have mechanical features that can
not be modified during the operations of the hosting structures. In con-
trast, semi-active devices present the possibility to vary their damping or
elastic properties during operations. In any case both passive and semi-
active elements can not provide a mechanical actuation which is instead
an intrinsic feature of the active devices.
In washing machines the tub-drum-ballast masses assembly is nor-
mally supported by four helical springs connected in parallel with friction
dampers. The helical springs are made of steel for reliability, cost and
life cycle reasons. Therefore the elastic element of the mount is always
passive. The dampers can be either passive or semi-active devices ele-
ments. In literature there are many examples of passive and semi-active
shock absorbers. Figure 1.11 shows a sketch of the operative principle
for the two best known passive shock absorbers: the hydraulic damper
on left hand side and the friction damper on right hand side. Hydraulic
damper, or viscous dampers, use the viscous loss mechanism of fluid flow
through small orifices to dissipate energy by converting mechanical en-
ergy into thermal energy. The damping performance is proportional to
the relative velocity of the piston cylinder components of the damper and
can be modified by acting on the type of fluid and on the geometry of
the orifices. For this reason, the external hermetic case is normally filled
with highly viscous fluid, as for example oil, in order to provide high
damping. The main disadvantage of this setup concerns the wearing of
the piston-cylinder components and the consequent leakage of fluid that
bring to performance degradation. Instead friction dampers are char-
acterised by a simpler mechanism in which the friction effect, produced
by the relative motion between the piston and cylinder, tends to vary a
lot depending on temperature and ageing effects. The friction force Fa
opposes the relative movement between the piston and the cylinder, so
the mechanical energy is converted into thermal through the rubbing of
the surfaces. This solution is cheaper compared to hydraulic damper,
but the friction damper is more subject to wear and introduce hysteresis
into the system.
Passive devices can not be optimised to properly work in all opera-
tion conditions since they are normally designed to work at frequencies
close to the principal resonance frequency of the system, where the oscil-
lations of the tub-drum assembly are rather large. Therefore undesired
effects may occur at other frequencies where other solutions should be










Hydraulic damper Friction damper
Figure 1.11: Sketch of common passive shock absorbers: hydraulic
damper (left hand side) and friction damper (right hand side).
applied to improve the global dynamic response of the system. In order
to keep production costs low but extend the operative damping range,
passive friction dampers with two damping levels based on the amp-
litude of oscillation have been developed; which are called Free-stroke
dampers and are showed in Figure 1.12. Free-stroke dampers are com-
monly employed in commercial washing machines to reduce the damping
contribution during the extraction cycle in order to lower the ground
force transmission as suggested by Suspa Inc. [44] and Sanhua Aweco
Appliance System [45] manufacturers. When small amplitude of oscilla-
tions occur, the piston rod moves alternately and rubs against the low
friction contact surface generating low damping effects. For large oscilla-
tions the rod applies a force on the spring, which is compressed between
the piston and the limit switch. When the potential force exerted by the












Figure 1.12: Sketch of the passive free-stroke damper.
surface and the piston, the latter moves and dissipates the kinetic energy
of the structure. This solution brings benefits in terms of force trans-
mission to the ground when is installed on a small professional washing
machine that is running extraction operations, as will be described in
the next chapters. In fact, during those phases, low damping levels are
preferable. The energy loss of the Free-stroke damper is related to the
amplitude of oscillation of the suspended load and is not directly depend-
ent on the frequency of excitation, therefore it is not the optimal solution
for laundry applications. This is because the oscillations of the drum are
also related to the amount of unbalanced mass on it, which can not be
controlled in front. Therefore the free-stroke shock absorber can provide
good performance only in a small range of loads.
In order to optimise the vibration isolation effect of the damper at dif-
ferent frequencies, semi-active devices have been introduced, which can
adjust the damping level using a control unit system. Thus in semi-active
suspensions the damping is tuned in such a way as to guarantee, as dis-
cussed in References [46,47], low drum vibrations and force transmission
both at low angular speeds, in correspondence of the system fundamental
natural frequency, and also at higher frequencies where the drum is set to
spin. Semi-active dampers often use magnetorheological fluids (MRFs),
which are suspensions of magnetically responsive particles in a liquid car-
rier. The MR effect is primarily observed as a significant change of the
yielding shear stress, which can be continuously controlled by the intens-
ity of the applied magnetic fields [48,49]. In free-flowing liquid state (off-
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state), MRFs exhibit magnetic field-independent behaviour with only
viscosity of the liquid contributing to damping. In the semi-solid state
(on-state), MRFs exhibit magnetic field-dependent behaviour character-
ized by a variable yield stress produced by fluid flow through the skeleton
of magnetised particles and thus a damping effect [48, 50, 51]. For these
reasons MRFs are increasingly used to develop and manufacture semi-
active dampers in which the damping effect produced by the fluid is
controlled by varying a magnetic field on the fluid [52]. An example of
semi-active magnetorheological damper design is reported in Figure 1.13
from the US5277281A patent [53] assigned to LORD Corporation. It is
based on a piston rod cylinder assembly, where the cylinder is divided
into extension and compression chambers. The piston has some orifices,
in order to allow the flow of the fluid through it. Also it is equipped with
coils used to generate a local magnetic field. During operation the piston
is immersed in the fluid, which, due to the action of the magnetic field,
undergoes a variation in viscosity in the proximity of the orifice and thus
a change of damping effect produced by the device. The damper includes
an accumulator with compressed gas (usually nitrogen) to compensate
the volume change of the fluid due to the piston movements. This in-
troduces an additional spring effect [54,55], which considerably increases
the total stiffness of the hosting structure. Therefore this device tends
to raise the resonance frequency of the isolator-machine, which in the
case of washing machines should be as low as possible. However, the MR
absorbers have been successfully implemented in problems of vibration
isolation.
In this respect, considering the washing machine suspension system,
Chen & Zhang [56] proposed several control strategies for enhancing the
resistance to walking effects. They found that the total mass of the
drum, the control law of the semi-active damper and the orientation of
the dampers and springs significantly influence the oscillations of the
drum and thus the required clearance. Also Spelta et al. [57] analysed
the benefit of using a MR damper on a cloths washer. They proposed
two adaptive control strategies and tested the system in an anechoic
chamber to assess noise radiation from the machine. The mechanical
behaviour of MR fluid sponge damping devices was investigated by Mi-
chael and David [58], who analysed the damper durability simulating an
equivalent of 2 million washing cycles on a fatigue machine. The device
showed only a small decrement of performances with such a large num-
ber of cycles. Nevertheless, a professional washing machine should work








Figure 1.13: Sketch of the magnetorheological fluid damper from the
US5277281A patent assigned to LORD Corporation [53].
it has bigger forces acting on it. For these reason MR dampers present
some limitations, in terms of reliability and cost that must be considered
during design phase. A different solution was proposed by Bus̈kiewicz
& Pittner [59]. They studied the implementation of a new semi-active
technique for reducing the vibration of a washing machine frame during
spinning cycle. A disengaging damper and a control unit for tuning the
state were presented. With this device, the average value of accelera-
tions of the chassis decreased by about 80% at higher speed compare to
classical configuration. The patent US20050188472A1 assigned to LG
Electronics Inc. [60] proposes a disengaging friction damper with coil
magnet control.
Several works are present in literature about active vibration as for
example the work done by Gardonio & Elliott, where different control
strategies and cost functions are presented and compared both in terms
of structure vibration [61,62] and transmissibility [63].
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There are different approaches to design vibration control systems.
One of these involves the use of localised devices placed in strategic
locations of the hosting system in order to attenuate its resonant re-
sponse to a broad band excitation or to a tonal excitation [64]. A typical
example of such a passive device consists in a single degree of freedom
mass-spring-damper system, either tuned to a resonance frequency of the
structure (Tuned Vibration Absorber - TVA) or to the disturbance fre-
quency (Tuned Vibration Neutraliser - TVN) [65]. Tuned Mass Damper
(TMD) and Dynamic Vibration Absorber (DVA) are acronyms often
used in literature. These systems can efficiently reduce the vibration
level only at frequencies close to those they are tuned. The idea was
patented by Frahm in 1911 [66] and has been used in many industrial
fields like automotive, marine, aerospace and civil engineering. The early
theoretical work on its effectiveness and optimization was conduced by
Den Hartog and Ormondroyd in 1928 [40, 67]. Later on, many studies
were carried out on this topic, focusing on practical implementations
using springs [68, 69], beam-like [70, 71] and plate-like systems [72]. A
survey about the tuning criteria has been presented by Asami [73], which
collects six optimization results. In many applications passive vibration
control can offer satisfactory attenuation of a machine-structure vibration
response, with low cost and maintenance. Tuned Vibration Neutraliser
are suitable also to control tonal excitations since they can be tuned to
generate an antiresonance effect at the frequency of the tonal excitation.
However to control time varying tonal excitations, semi-active vibration
neutralisers should be adopted, which can track and adapt to the fre-
quency of the tonal excitation. Semi-active vibration absorbers behave
like passive devices, but with the possibility to change over time the main
mechanical parameters like stiffness, damping and mass in order to tune
the absorbers in such a way as to lower the vibrations of the hosting
system over a wider range of frequencies. The literature presents several
solutions to vary the mechanical properties of vibration absorbers. Most
solutions are focussed on stiffness tunable devices, which can be effect-
ively used to change the resonance frequency of the absorber and thus ad-
apt to the frequency of the tonal excitation. For this purpose an example
of variable stiffness springs is provided by Brennan [68] who considered
pneumatic springs, whose stiffness can be varied by changing air pressure
inside. Rustighi et al. [74] used shape memory alloys to set the stiffness
of the TVA, by varying the Young’s module of the material and thus
the elasticity of the spring element. Also specific geometrical configura-
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tions have been designed to modify the elastic properties of the absorber.
For example configurations encompassing a leverage spring mechanisms
have been investigated in References [75, 76]. In general, adaptive TVA
design involves several mechanical and electrical components that define
the tuning range and tuning speed of the absorber [77]. Therefore smart
materials and system have been investigated to provide a fast stiffness
change with very compact, light-weight and reliable solutions like those
in the work reported by Blas̈zkiewicz et al. [78] and Dimarogonas-Andrew
and Kollias [79]. Gardonio & Zilletti [80] presented a simulation study on
two integrated tuned vibration absorbers designed to control the global
flexural vibration of lightly damped thin structures subject to broad fre-
quency band disturbances. Tunable Vibration and Helmholtz Absorbers
are also used to control at target resonance frequencies respectively the
flexural response of lightly damped distributed structures and the acous-
tic response of lightly damped cavities subject to broadband stochastic
excitations [81]. Electromagnetic TVAs have been used to implement a
time–varying shunted electro–magnetic Tunable Vibration Absorber for
broad–band vibration control of thin structures. Here the mechanical
fundamental natural frequency of the electromechanical absorber is con-
tinuously swept in a given broad frequency band whereas its mechanical
damping is continuously adapted to maximize the vibration absorption
from the hosting structure where it is mounted [82, 83]. TVAs equipped
with a relative displacement and relative velocity feedback control sys-
tem used to vary the characteristic stiffness and damping, have also been
employed to modify the characteristic natural frequency and damping ra-
tio of a TVA. Switching TVA have been developed to cyclically tune the
TVA characteristic natural frequency and damping ratio. These devices
can be effectively used to iteratively control the resonant responses due
to multiple targeted flexural natural modes of a duct [84].
A well known practical application of TVAs has been implemented in
the Millennium footbridge in London, which was built in 1999 and opened
to people on 10th June 2000. Two days later after opening the bridge
was closed because of high level vibrations due to pedestrians crossing the
bridge. The bridge is exposed primarily to the walk excitation produced
by people. The forcing frequency is in the range of 0.6÷1.1Hz considering
alternate footsteps. The increase in vibrations led to a synchronization
of the people walk with the characteristic frequency of the fundamental
flexural mode of the bridge, with a consequent increase in the forcing
of the structure. The oscillations caused the pedestrians to proceed in
a zigzag gait in order to increase their stability, so that also the lateral
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vibrational mode at 0.475 Hz was excited [85, 86]. Dallard et al. [86]
described in their work the two solutions studied to solve this vibration
problem of the Millennium bridge. The first considered the possibility
to stiffen the structure of the bridge in such a way as to increase the
lowest resonance frequency. The calculations showed that, to solve the
problem, the stiffness of the bridge should have been increased by seven
times with large investment request. The second solution, which was
actually implemented in practice, used instead 37 viscous dampers to
attenuate the lateral vibration mode of the bridge and 50 tuned mass
dampers, of which 26 were used to damp the vertical modes and 24 to
the lateral modes [87]. Figure 1.14 shows the millennium bridge and the
installation of the passive TVAs installed on it.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.14: Pictures of the Millennium bridge in London (a) and the
installation of TVAs on it (b).
Semi-active TVAs have been implemented also for structural vibra-
tion control in aeronautical applications. The engines of aircraft produce
relevant vibrations into the fuselage, causing an increase in noise and a
consequent decrease in comfort on board. This phenomenon is amplified
when the airplanes are equipped with turbo-fan engines, therefore TVAs
systems have been studied and used to control the vibration and noise
of the fuselage. Douglas Aircraft DC9-V is powered by two turbo-fan
engines installed in the tail of the plane. These motors generate tonal
excitations, which results into high vibration and noise levels into the
fuselage and cabin, affecting the comfort of passengers [88,89].
Figure 1.15 (b) shows the adaptive tuned vibration absorbers installed
on the Douglas DC9 turbo-fan engines and designed by Barry Controls
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.15: Pictures of Douglas DC9 aircraft (a) and sketch of the
Adaptive vibration absorber mounted on its engine yokes [89] (b).
and Hood Technology. The system is composed of two circular parallel
rings connected together through a series of flexible rods in such a way
as to hug the structure of the engine. An electrical motor, driven by a
control system, changes the compression or tension of the rods in order
to change the stiffness of the TVA and thus its natural frequency. The
system was able to adapt over the rpm range of 65 ÷ 100% with noise
reduction up to 25 dB. Also passive solutions had been considered during
the preliminary design phases, but the variable speed of the motor, the
change in stiffness suspension due to the ageing of the material and the
range of the operating temperature caused the device detune.
1.6 Objectives of the thesis
The aim of this thesis is to investigate and find solutions to attenuate
vibrations in washing machines for the market of professional laundries.
The objectives are to produce analytical models for the dynamic re-
sponses of these appliances and to improve their mechanical design to
reduce the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and the force trans-
mitted to the ground via the visco-elastic mounts. More specifically the
study has been focussed on two vibration control solutions: first a semi-
active mount equipped with an adaptive damper and second, a tunable
vibration absorber.
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The principal contributions of the thesis can be summarised in the
following points.
• Modelling :
Two degrees of freedom analytical models for the dynamic response
of professional washing machines have been developed. This has in-
volved experimental characterization work considering the washed
load during the extraction phase. Furthermore, analytical models
of semi-active dampers and adaptive vibration absorbers have been
developed to predict the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and
the force transmission to ground via the four mounts when these
devices are installed on the appliance.
• Prototyping :
Design and manufacturing of semi-active isolator and tunable vi-
bration absorber demonstrators for professional washing machines,
which have been used to a) validate the models and b) to investig-
ate their vibration control features. More specifically a semi-active
friction damper with a quick release damping system based on a
drum rotation speed control and cantilever tunable dynamic ab-
sorber have been investigated.
• Validation:
The analytical results were validated through experimental ana-
lyses performed for all the systems considered. In particular, the
spectra of the oscillations and force transmission of the tub-drum
assembly equipped with either the semi-active dampers or the TVAs
have been measured and evaluated.
• Publications:
The work carried out on the dampers and TVAs has been presented
at the International Conference on Recent Advances in Structural
Dynamics (RASD) on 15th - 17th April 2019 - Valpre, Lyon, France.
The work on water retention has been condensed in the paper Em-
pirical model of textile water retention in professional washing ma-
chines submitted to The Journal of the Textile Institute with Pub-
lisher Taylor & Francis.
The designs of the semi-active isolator and tunable vibration ab-
sorber have been patented with the European Applications Num-
bers PCT/EP2019/079221 & PCT/EP2019/079251 respectively.
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1.8 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is structured in 5 chapters.
• Chapter 1 - Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of professional washing machines.
The purpose is to provide general informations regarding the evol-
ution of the product and to point out the main problems related
to its mechanical design. More specifically, all washing phases are
described with particular attention to the extraction cycle and to
the vibration isolation, focusing on the oscillations of the tub-drum
assembly and on the force transmitted to the ground. Passive and
semi-active vibration control solutions presented in literature have
been revised in order to identify the most relevant ones to improve
the dynamic response of the system and to mitigate the vibration
effects. The focus was on the semi-active damper and the adaptive
vibration absorber.
• Chapter 2 - Plane vibration model of washing machine
tub-drum assembly
This chapter first presents model and identification of the principal
mechanical components that generate relevant contributions to the
dynamic response of a washing machine. The equations of motion
of the modelled washing machine are initially derived in the time
domain using Newton’s laws. The frequency response functions
that characterised the dynamic response of the machine during
spinning are then analysed and commented with respect to the
physical parameters of the machine. The water retention during
spinning is also modelled and experimentally evaluated in order to
estimate the loads applied to the system.
• Chapter 3 - Passive and semi-active suspensions
This chapter defines the lumped parameter models and derives
the constitutive equations both in time and frequency domains
for the washing machine with the semi-active dampers. A para-
metric study is first presented to single out the key parameters of
the machine that contribute to mitigate the amplitude of oscilla-
tions at resonance frequencies and to lower the force transmission
to ground at higher frequencies. Secondly, the design of the semi-
active dampers built for this study is described, focusing on the
mechanical components necessary to vary the damping value of the
device. The chapter closes with the analysis of the measured spec-
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tra of drum oscillations and force transmission with this specific
configuration.
• Chapter 4 - Passive and semi-active TVAs
This chapter introduces the vertical plane vibration model of the
tub-drum assembly when adaptive tunable absorbers are mounted
on the tub-drum assembly to improve the vibration control and
isolation response of the entire washing machine. The constitutive
equations are derived both in time and frequency domain for the
tub-drum assembly equipped with the cantilever beam vibration
absorbers. A parametric study is carried out to define the geo-
metrical dimensions used in the design and manufacturing phase.
The chapter closes with the representation and description of the
experimental spectra of drum oscillations and force transmission in
this configuration.
• Conclusions
The overall conclusions of the study are presented to evaluate the
results obtained in terms of conformity between analytical and ex-





Plane vibration model of
washing machine tub-drum
assembly
This chapter describes the model for the plane oscillations of a profes-
sional washing machine tub-drum assembly. In particular it introduces
the lumped parameter model developed to predict and estimate the os-
cillations of the tub-drum and the force transmission to ground when the
appliance is set on the extraction cycle. For this purpose the constitutive
equations are described both in time and frequency domain. An experi-
mental procedure is established to characterise the water extraction from
garments during the spinning phase and to define the mathematical for-
mulae that best describe this phenomenon. Finally the experimental
validation of the plane vibration model of the tub-drum mounted on
elastic mounts is performed both in terms of tub-drum oscillations and
ground force transmission.
2.1 Lumped parameter vibration model
A lumped parameter model is developed to describe and predict the
oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and the transmission to the floor
when the washing machine operates the extraction cycle. As describe
in Section 1.2, the drying phase is a critical process where high excita-
tions levels are involved. In fact the spinning extraction phase involves a
constant rise of the drum rotational velocity, which overrides the natural
frequency of the system, where the drum oscillations are greatly mag-
nified, and reaches high drum revolution speeds, which greatly increase
the stress and force transmission to the floor of the machine and thus
the machine noise emission and the machine walking problems. Profes-
sional washing machines have wide scalability in order to cover larger
market requests. Thus the mechanical features and configurations of the
machine vary despite the use of similar or equivalent components. This
is the reason why a simple and general lumped parameter model is pro-
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posed in this chapter to describe the vibration characteristic phenomena
of the washing machine, which can help the identification of the pos-
sible strategies to reduce the vibrations of the appliance with acceptable
confidence.
The analytical model is derived using Newton’s laws of motion and
the constitutive laws for the elastic and dissipative effects of the mounts
used to suspend the tub-drum assembly of the machine. For this reason
it is important that the main mechanical components involved in the
dynamic response of the machine are properly selected and the way they
affect the tub oscillations, drum impacts, walking and transmissibility
phenomena are clearly outlined. A professional washing machine is an
assembly of several mechanical components, which can be placed and
mounted in different configurations based on the dimension of the ma-
chine, its washing capacity, customer requests, performance limitations
and market needs. This work considers the front load W565H profes-
sional washing machine provided by “The Research Hub by Electrolux
Professional” and described in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Professional washing machine W565H by Electrolux Pro-
fessional on a) with external panels and b) without external panels.
The W565H machine is one of the smallest industrial appliances with
7 kg of maximum washing capacity and drum speed up to 1245 rpm.
The mechanical configuration relevant for the dynamic response analysis
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Table 2.1: Mechanical parameters of the W565H professional washing
machine used in this study.
Main specifications W565H
Fill Factor Max 1/10
Drum volume 65 l
Drum diameter 520 mm
Extraction speed 1245 rpm
G-factor 450
Standard heating alternatives (electricity) 5.4/7.5 kW
Low energy heating alternatives (electricity) 2.0/3.0 kW
Consumption data Normal 60◦C Economy
(Water temperature 15◦C cold water and 65◦C hot water)
Full load 7 kg Half load 3.5 kg
Total time 46 43 min
Water consumption (cold+hot) 43+11 20+6 l
Energy consumption (motor/heating/hot water) 0.15/0.3/0.7 0.15/0.15/0.3 kWh
Residual moisture 48 49 %
Floor requirements
Frequency of the dynamic force 20.8 Hz
Floor load at max extraction 1.8 ÷ 0.5 kN
Sounds level
Soundpower/pressure level at extraction (ISO 60704) 73/58 dB
Soundpower/pressure level at wash (ISO 60704) 57/43 dB
is showed in Figure 2.1 (b) where the machine is shown without the ex-
ternal panels. The system consists of two frames made of steel plates,
one suspended and one anchored to the ground through screws. The two
frames are connected together by four passive mounts consisting of fric-
tion dampers and helical steel linear springs connected in parallel. The
upper frame houses the washing tub which is composed by a stator case
with a rotating metallic cylinder inside. The latter houses the clothes
during the washing operations and has a perforated surface to facilitate
the flow of water during the extraction phase. The rotational motion is
provided by an electric motor connected to the cylinder through a pulley
system. The suspended frame also has seats, which host ballast weights
to increase its total inertia and thus minimise its oscillations at high re-
volution speeds. As described in the previous chapter, the wet clothes
inside the rotating cylinder unfold on the inner surface of the drum in
a stochastic way. Therefore the mass distribution of the rotor is con-
tinuously modified and produces time-varying unbalance effects. When
the drum speeds up, this imbalance mass behaves like a rotating load
where the centrifugal force generates vibrations and mechanical stress in
the structure. The positioning of the garments in the rotating drum is
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influenced by many factors such as the filling coefficient, the type and
dimension of fabrics, the washing cycle settings, etc. Thus the mechan-
ical components that are relevant to describe the dynamic response of
washing machines are:




During the spinning cycle the drum undergoes a ramp such that the
angular velocity is accelerated up to the programmed spinning velocity,
which depends on the type of textile (cotton, wool, polyester, etc.). This
velocity is higher than that for the distribution washing phase, where
the clothes get stuck on the surface of the drum since the centrifugal
force equals the gravitational one. The centrifugal force F acting on a
given amount of garments with surface density ρ and placed at distance





where ω is the angular speed of the drum and A the surface of the textile.





where g is the gravitational acceleration. The distance between the
clothes and the center of the drum rc is about the radius of cylinder
r, so that the speed ωd where the garments get stuck to the rotating






At this angular speed, the rotating drum presents a layer of clothes
stochastically distributed on its internal surface, which slightly increase
the total mass of the tub-drum suspended assembly and also tends to
unbalance the rotor as shown in Figure 2.2.
Since dynamic unbalance effect is lower compared to that generated
by the static unbalance, only the latter is taken into account and thus
considered as the only source of excitation acting on the drum in this
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Figure 2.2: Layer of cotton towels distribution at the end of the ex-
traction cycle.
study. Due to the contribution due to water extracted from the layer of
clothes, the centrifugal unbalance can be modelled as a time dependent
lumped equivalent unbalance mass mu(t) acting on the internal surface
of the drum. Therefore, considering the scheme shown in Figure 1.8, only
the vertical Y and horizontal X displacements, respectively along y and











Figure 2.3: Sketch of a professional washing machine with all the mech-
anical components that are considered in the analysis.
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Figure 2.3 shows a sketch of a professional washing machine with all
the mechanical components considered for the dynamic response ana-
lyses. In this scheme M is the total suspended mass without the total
ballast masses Mb and of the mass of the extracted water Mw(t). Also cv
is the equivalent viscous damping contribute and cf is the total friction
damping produced by four passive suspension dampers. Finally k is the
equivalent stiffness of the four helical springs.
To effectively simplify the design and cost of the suspension system,
helical springs and dampers are installed in such a way as to simultan-
eously operate both along vertical and horizontal directions. Thus cross
coupling effects between orthogonal radial directions have to be con-
sidered and incorporated into the analytical model [41]. Thus, Figure
2.4 shows the two Degrees Of Freedom (DOFs) lumped parameter dy-
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Figure 2.4: Two degrees of freedom (DOFs) lumped parameter dynamic
model of the professional washing machine.
2.2 Constitutive equations
The time dependent rotating centrifugal force Fi(t) produced by the
lumped equivalent unbalance mass along the i-th direction of motion, is
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described by the following formula:
Fi(t) = mu(t)rω(t)
2x̂i, (2.4)
where x̂i is the unit position vector. This force acts on the suspended
mass, which is linked to the frame of the machine through the suspension
system. The suspension equivalent spring is assumed to be linear based
on the assumption of small displacements, which is accepted throughout













Figure 2.5: Free body diagram of the suspended tub-drum assembly
for a professional washing machine.
The total suspended mass Mtot is defined as follow:
Mtot(t) = M +Mb +Mw(t) +mu(t), (2.5)
whereM is the mass of the tub-drum assembly without the ballast masses
Mb, Mw(t) is the mass of water in the tub and mu(t) is equivalent lumped
unbalance mass. As shown in Figure 2.5, the tub-drum assembly is ex-
posed to the centrifugal, damping and elastic forces along the horizontal
and vertical directions. Newton’s law of motion in vector form is thus
given by:
Mtot(t)ẍ = F(t)− Fk(t)− Fcf (t)− Fcv(t), (2.6)
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where ẍ(t) is the second time derivative of the position vector x(t), F(t)
the centrifugal force, Fk(t) the spring force, Fcf (t) the damping friction
force and Fcv(t) the damping viscous force.
Under the hypothesis of small displacements, the elastic, damping
and friction forces in the suspension system are described by the following
constitutive equations:
Fk(t) = kx(t), (2.7)
Fcv(t) = cvẋ(t), (2.8)
Fcf (t) = cf x̂(t), (2.9)
where k, cv and cf are respectively the fully populated matrices of the
stiffness, viscous damping and friction damping contributes.
Thus, substituting Equations (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) into Equation
(2.6) gives:
Mtot(t)ẍ = mu(t)rω(t)
2x̂− kx(t)− cvẋ(t)− cf x̂(t). (2.10)
This equation can be broken into the following two scalar differential
equations for the oscillations in x and y directions:

Mtot(t)ẍ(t) = mu(t)rω(t)
2 cos θ − kxxx(t)− cvxx ẋ(t)
− cfxxsgn (x(t))− kxyy(t),−cvxy ẏ(t)− cfxysgn (y(t)) ,
Mtot(t)ÿ(t) = mu(t)rω(t)
2 sin θ − kyyy(t)− cvyy ẏ(t)
− cfyysgn (y(t))− kyxx(t)− cvyx ẋ(t)− cfyxsgn (x(t)) .
(2.11)
The spinning law for the angular speed ω of the drum is defined by
the spinning phase of the washing cycle while the time dependence of
unbalance mass is described in the following Section 2.5.
The design of the suspension system is of fundamental importance
to minimise high vibrations of the tub-drum assembly and high force
transmission to ground, which has to reduce the walking phenomenon,
the noise radiation and the structural stress of the machine frame. In
order to evaluate the force transmitted to the ground through the four
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feet of the appliance, only the vertical component R is taken into account.
The horizontal component of the force transmission is tangential to the
floor and responsible of the sliding of the machine. Therefore it is not
considered in this study. The vertical component of the transmitted force
is given by the following relation:
R(t) = cvyx ẋ(t) + cvyy ẏ(t) + cfyxsgn (x(t)) + cfyysgn (y(t))
+ kyxx(t) + kyyy(t). (2.12)
2.3 Frequency Response Functions
The Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) that characterise the vi-
bration response of the machine are derived from the time domain equa-
tions of motion using the Laplace transformation and then considering
the link between this domain and the frequency domain through the well
known relation s = jω [90].
The Laplace transform of friction damping force does not include the
amplitude of oscillation dependence, in fact L [sgn(x(t))] = 2
s
, so an
alternative model has to be taken into account. Under the hypothesis
of stationary conditions for the dynamic load, it is possible to determine
a viscous damping coefficient equivalent to the that for the Coulomb
friction damping. The idea is to equate the energy dissipated by the two
types of damping over an oscillation cycle. Assuming a generic harmonic
forcing:
F (t) = F0 sin(ωt), (2.13)
the steady state response is of the type:
u(t) = A sin(ωt+ φ), (2.14)
u̇(t) = ωA cos(ωt+ φ), (2.15)
where A is the amplitude of oscillation of the friction damper subjected to
the force F (t). In a period of oscillation T , the friction damper undergoes
a total displacement given by:
u(T ) = A sin(ωT + φ) = 4A. (2.16)
Therefore the work done by the Coulomb friction force Lcf in a period
T is:
Lcf = 4AFatt (2.17)
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where Fatt is the Coulomb friction force provided by the friction dampers.
In a period T , the same amount of energy Lvisc can be dissipated by an
equivalent viscous damper that generates a force Fvisc with an equivalent






Assuming a variable substitution du = u̇dt, the work of the equivalent









cos2(ωt+ φ)dt = πceq ωA
2. (2.19)
In order to have the same energy dissipation, the two work expressions
given in Equations (2.17) and (2.19) are set to be equal. As a result, the





where the damping constant depends on the frequency of excitation ω,
on the Coulomb friction force and on the amplitude of oscillation of the
tub-drum assembly. Thus the damping ratio ξ that characterised the
damping effect on the harmonic oscillations of the suspended tub-drum








where cc is the critical damping [91].
The response of a standard second order mechanical system [40] can














Substituting Equation (2.21) into Equation (2.22) and considering that
U(jω) ≡ A(jω), the complex amplitude of the response of the second
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In a professional washing machine the condition of Equation (2.24) is
satisfied for most of the spinning velocities.
Considering the lumped 2DOFs model shown in Figure 2.4, the equi-
valent viscous damping model for the Coulomb friction and the time
domain equations of motion described in Equations (2.11) and (2.12),
the frequency-dependent complex amplitude for the oscillations of the
tub-drum assembly and for the force transmitted are given by:
X(jω) =
murω










































Therefore the FRFs for the harmonic oscillations of the tub-drum as-














2.3.1 Friction and viscous damping contributes
In order to better understand the contributes of the two types of
damping, a parametric analysis is performed by comparing the spectra
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of the suspended tub-drum assembly oscillations and the ground force
transmission with respect to a realistic range of values of friction force
for the tested professional washing machine, which are reported in Table
2.2.
Table 2.2: List of friction forces used in the friction damping model for
the parametric study.
Fcfxx Fcfxy Fcfyx Fcfyy
Case 1 50 30 30 50 N
Case 2 100 60 60 100 N
Case 3 150 100 100 150 N
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 show respectively the simulated spectra of the
tub-drum assembly oscillations and force transmission for low (blue solid
line), medium (red dotted line) and high (black dashed line) friction
damping levels. From this graph it is possible to appreciate how increas-
ing the Coulomb damping enhances the tub-drum assembly vibration
response and force transmission at low frequencies. In particular at low
frequencies the system presents higher oscillations of the drum, which
are due to the large forces necessary to evince the threshold force neces-
sary to generate sliding friction. Therefore, large friction damping levels
stiffen the suspension system at low angular speeds, preventing the com-
pression of the springs and thus slightly lowering the fundamental natural
frequencies of the tub-drum assembly. Thus the force transmission gets
bigger. The only relevant contribute to attenuate the peaks oscillation
at resonance frequencies, is given by the viscous damping, which is pro-
portional to the factors cv. At higher frequencies, the friction force does
not influence the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly while the force
transmission increases proportionally to the equivalent damping coeffi-
cient for the Coulomb friction damping. Therefore, the benefits of real
friction dampers are given by the low manufacturing and maintenance
costs and the viscous damping side effects they produce.













































Figure 2.6: Analytical spectra of the tub-drum assembly oscillations
along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions by varying the friction
force of the passive damper: Case 1 (blue solid line), Case 2 (red dotted
line), Case 3 (black dashed line) of Table 2.2.




















Figure 2.7: Analytical spectra of ground force transmission by varying
the friction force of the passive damper: Case 1 (blue solid line), Case 2
(red dotted line), Case 3 (black dashed line) of Table 2.2.
Figure 2.8 and 2.9 show respectively the simulated spectra of drum
oscillations and force transmission for low (blue solid line), medium (red
dotted line) and higher (black dashed line) viscous damping levels as
reported in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: List of viscous damping contributes used for the parametric
study.
cvxx cvxy cvyx cvyy
Case 1 200 40 40 400 N
Case 2 350 80 60 650 N
Case 3 500 120 80 900 N













































Figure 2.8: Analytical spectra of the tub-drum assembly oscillations
along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions by varying the viscous
damping component of the passive damper: Case 1 (blue solid line),
Case 2 (red dotted line), Case 3 (black dashed line) of Table 2.3.




















Figure 2.9: Analytical spectra of ground force transmission by varying
the viscous damping component of the passive damper: Case 1 (blue
solid line), Case 2 (red dotted line), Case 3 (black dashed line) of Table
2.3.
The viscous damping effect produced by the damper is a key factor
to attenuate the resonant response of the tub-drum oscillations and the
force transmitted to the ground at resonance frequency. Although at low
frequencies there are no relevant variations of the spectra by changing
the viscous damping contribute, at higher frequencies the mechanical
impedance of the damper increases proportionally to frequency and so
does the force transmission. Instead, the oscillations of the drum result
damping independent at frequencies higher than the fundamental natural
frequency.
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2.4 Experimental validation of the model
This section compares the simulated and measured FRFs that char-
acterise the drum oscillations in x and y directions and the force trans-
mitted to the floor by the professional washing machine. First of all, the
main mechanical parameters have to be identified in order to provide the
right input data necessary to validate the model. In general, the input
parameters were collected from direct measurements on the compon-
ents of the washing machine (geometry, weights), from mechanical and
electrical static measurements and from datasheets of the components.
Moreover some data were identified from the measured FRFs X/F , Y/F
and R/F . For this purpose, initially the dampers were removed from
the machine in such a way as to obtain the low-damped configuration,
with the aim to reduce non linear effects into the system and estimate
the stiffness of the suspension system along the horizontal and vertical
directions. Figure 2.10 shows a picture of the experimental setup used to
produce the experimental validation tests. The washing machine was loc-
ated on top of a base framework structure specifically built for these tests
(the CAD drawings are collected in Appendix A), which was equipped
with strain gauge load cells (Flintec ZLS Planar Beam) to measure the
vertical components of the force transmission via the four feet of the
machine. As shown in sketch of Figure 2.11, the drum was equipped
with two PCB Piezotronics accelerometers positioned on top and on the
flank of the drum in such a way as to measure the vertical and horizontal
accelerations. The excitation was generated first in horizontal direction
and later in vertical direction, by using an anchored Tira Vib S51140
shaker connected to the drum via a stinger. The excitation was electron-
ically controlled in such a way as to perform a frequency sweep within
the operation frequency range of the appliance. The main mechanical
features of the W565H machine by Electrolux Professional considered in
this study are reported in Table 2.4.
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Figure 2.10: Picture of the setup used to experimental validate the
dynamic model along the vertical direction.
Table 2.4: Mechanical parameters of the W565H professional washing













n 0÷ 1245 rpm










Figure 2.11: Sketch of the setup used to experimentally validate the
dynamic model with the low-damped configuration along the horizontal
(left hand side) and vertical (right hand side) directions.
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2.4.1 Validation of the lightly damped suspension config-
uration
The FRFs spectra for the amplitude of the drum oscillations along
horizontal (Plot a) and vertical (Plot b) directions are shown in Figure
2.12.
The black solid lines show the experimental spectra that present res-
onance peaks in correspondence of the fundamental natural frequencies
for the horizontal and vertical oscillations of the tub-drum assembly
mounted on the lightly damped springs. The horizontal mode presents
a resonance frequency at ωrx = 1.2Hz while the vertical one at about
ωry = 2.3Hz, which are within the common range of professional ap-
pliances. The coupling of the horizontal and vertical natural modes is
visible in both the X/F and Y/F FRF spectra, in correspondence of
ω = ωrx and ω = ωry respectively. At higher frequencies, above the
fundamental natural frequencies, the response is characterised by a mass
law with a 40 dB per decade down slope. The red dashed lines show
the simulated results when the parameters of Table 2.4 are used in the
model presented in Section 2.3. The simulated FRFs agree well with the
measured ones in the entire frequency range of operation of the profes-
sional washing machine, except for a small feature at about 6 Hz which
is probably related to another higher order vibration mode. The coup-
ling effects are predicted with a small frequency shift with respect to the
measured FRFs.
Figure 2.13 shows the transmissibility FRFs when the shaker excites
the drum vertically. The amplitude spectrum presents two resonance
peaks in correspondence of the natural frequency for the horizontal and
vertical natural modes of the system. Then it falls down at a 40 dB per
decade rate. At the fundamental natural frequency of the vertical mode
there is the maximum transfer of the vertical component of force from the
machine to the hosting structure, therefore the damping contribute must
be accurately designed in order to mitigate this effect that produces noise
and vibration of the floor. The simulated and measured FRFs agree less
well at low frequency where the measured FRFs is about 2 dB higher.
At frequencies higher than 6 Hz, the measure shows some features, which
are not predicted by the model and can be related to the dynamic of the
base framework used to clamp the washing machine.













































Figure 2.12: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
the measured (black line) FRFs relative to the amplitude of the tub-drum
assembly oscillations along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions for
the low-damped configuration.

























Figure 2.13: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
the measured (black line) FRFs relative to the amplitude of the trans-
missibility for the low-damped configuration.
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2.4.2 Validation of the heavily damped suspension config-
uration
The simulated and the measured FRFs spectra for the amplitude of
the drum oscillations in horizontal and vertical directions and for the
force transmitted to the ground, shown respectively in Figures 2.15 and
2.16, have also been compared for the heavily damped suspension sys-
tem configuration in order to estimate the accuracy of the model for a
real machine. For this purpose the suspension system of the machine
was equipped with the helical linear springs and four standard passive
friction dampers connected in parallel. The experimental setup was ar-
ranged on of the same professional washing machine considered in the
previous section, located on top of the base framework structure equipped
with four strain gauge load cells (Flintec ZLS Planar Beam) to measure
the vertical component of force transmission through the four feet of the
machine. The drum was equipped with two accelerometers, one at its
top and one at its flank, in such a way as to measure simultaneously
both vertical and horizontal accelerations. A lumped mass was clamped
inside the drum in order to generate the static unbalance, which, for
given rotation speed, produces a centrifugal force, that is, a combination
of harmonic forces in quadrature, oriented in vertical and horizontal dir-
ections respectively. The centrifugal force was therefore identified from
the drum angular speed, measured with an incremental encoder (Lika
rotapuls IT65 ) and from the weight of unbalance placed inside the rotor.
The washing machine normally performs a frequency sweep accelerat-
ing from the distribution speed ωd to the extraction speed established
according to the type of washed load. Since it was not possible to dir-
ectly control the electric motor to impose a specific acceleration law of
the drum, the latter was accelerated up to the highest speed and then
let it slows down until it stopped in order to cover the entire frequency
spectrum. Figure 2.14 shows the sketch of the experimental rig setup
to validate the model on real operative conditions. Table 2.5 provides
the mechanical parameters of the appliance which have been used in the
simulation.













Figure 2.14: Sketch of the experimental setup used to validate the two
DOFs lumped parameter model on real operative conditions.
Table 2.5: Mechanical parameters of the two DOFs model for the
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Figure 2.15 shows the comparison between measured (black solid line)
and simulated (red-dashed line) spectra of the amplitude of oscillation
of the drum in horizontal (Plot a) and vertical (Plot b) directions.
The model does reliably predict the response of the system at low
frequencies with respect to the amplitude of oscillation in vertical dir-
ection while along the x axis the simulation overestimate the tub-drum
assembly oscillations up to 20 dB. The differences between analytical
and measured FRFs may be due to a lack of accuracy of the mathem-
atical model to reproduce the contributes of friction passive damping.
Nevertheless, at lowest frequencies the experimental data have lower sig-
nal coherence, probably due to the measurement frequency range of the
accelerometers. Experimental spectra show two resonance peaks, the
first is primarily due to the horizontal natural mode while the second is
primarily due to the vertical natural mode of the tub-drum assembly on
the four spring-damper mounts. This is due to the fact that the centri-
fugal force excites the tub-drum assembly which is mounted on helical
linear springs and dampers oriented at 12◦ with respect to the vertical
axis, which coupled the two natural modes and thus produce resonant re-
sponses both in horizontal and vertical directions. Despite the analytical
model includes the coupling of the two fundamental natural vibrational
modes, small differences up to 2 dB can be observed among simulated
and measured trends, in terms of amplitude of oscillations, close to the
fundamental natural frequencies of the horizontal and vertical natural
modes. Moreover, the measured spectrum of the amplitude of oscilla-
tion along the horizontal direction shows a slightly shift in frequency of
the coupled vibrational vertical mode. Nevertheless, the simulation well
approximates the response of the system at frequencies higher than the
resonance frequency, which are actually of greater importance for the vi-
bration control and force transmission isolation. It is observed that the
resonance peaks are slightly shifted towards higher frequencies because
the four passive dampers increase the stiffness of the suspensions. In
particular up to 1.7 Hz for the horizontal mode and up to 3.0 Hz for the
vertical one. This is justified by the design of the dampers, which are
characterized by a spongy material that rubs against a metal rod and
introduces stiffness effects. Since the unbalance mass varies the center
of mass of the rotating drum, at high frequencies the system responds
with a constant oscillation level that tends to the eccentricity factor d.
The amplitude can be derived from the equation of motion for the drum
body, so that:















































Figure 2.15: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
the measured (black line) spectra relative to the tub-drum assembly os-
cillations along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions for the standard
passive damped configuration.
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This expression shows that, at high rotation speeds, the amplitude of
the oscillation solely depends on the ratio between the unbalance mass
and tub-drum-ballast mass, i.e. mu/Mtot. Therefore, to guarantee low























Figure 2.16: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
the measured (black line) spectra relative to ground force transmission
for the standard passive damped configuration.
The comparison of measured and simulated force transmission FRFs
is shown in Figure 2.16. The simulation overestimates the force transmis-
sion at the lowest frequencies, where the same considerations taken for
oscillations spectra seen above hold. The measured response (black solid
line) presents two well attenuated resonance peaks in correspondence of
the horizontal and vertical fundamental natural modes. The model well
approximates the resonance frequencies of the vibrational modes, but un-
derestimate the amplitude of the force transmission close to the natural
frequency of the horizontal natural mode of the system. At high spinning
speed, the simulated FRF agrees with the experimental FRF showing a
constant increment of the force transmitted except at about 10 Hz where
dynamics, probably related to the base framework, can be observed. In
this case, for angular speeds greater than the fundamental natural fre-
quencies, the transmitted force is given by the modulus of the suspension
complex stiffness multiplied by the amplitude of the oscillation derived
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in Equation (2.31), so that:


















Therefore, the dampers transmit a force proportional to frequency, which
indeed is the cause of the constant rise in the spectrum above the fun-
damental resonance frequencies.
To verify that the vibrational modes of the drum are each other de-
pendent, the relative displacement of two known dots markers attached
on the door of the drum were measured by using a camera system as
shown in Figure 2.17.
Markers
Figure 2.17: Positions of the markers in the drum.
The experimental time history results, relative to two tonal excita-
tions at the resonance frequencies of the machine, are shown in Figure
2.18. As noticed above, the amplitude of oscillation at the horizontal nat-
ural frequency are lower compare to those at the vertical natural mode.
Despite the markers are placed on the same rigid body, the points have
different tracks over time so that the translational components are not
independent from each other. This is due to the fact that the excitation
generates slight rotational oscillations of the drum around the z axis of
Figure 1.8.
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Figure 2.18: Relative time history of the positions of two markers stuck
on the door of the drum excited at tonal frequencies: (a) 1.7 Hz and (b)
3.0 Hz. The blue line is relative to the left hand side sticker and the red
line to the right hand side one.
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2.5 Load characterisation
The spinning cycle aims at removing the water content from cloths
thanks to the centrifugal force. This phenomenon is called dewatering.
As described in the previous sections, during the spinning phase,
the load in the rotating drum is a time dependent variable because the
amount of unbalance and the speed of the drum change during the ex-
traction cycle. While the acceleration law of the drum is defined and
controlled by the washing cycle, the variation of the unbalance is related
to the dewatering process. In fact, the water extracted modifies the local
weight of the garments and thus affects the inertia distribution and the
centrifugal force. Many aspects may affect the dewatering process, like
the properties of the textile (ageing, materials, density, etc.), the filling
factor, the water temperature, the distribution of the cloths in the in-
ner surface of drum and the usage of detergent or softener. In general,
the literature lacks models of water retention of clothes in washing ma-
chines, which represent a key factor for the dynamic characterization of
the load. These models are also useful for manufacturers to optimize
washing cycles and save time and costs for the end users. Due to the
complexity of the dewatering phenomenon and the amount of paramet-
ers that could affect the water extraction, an experimental analysis was
carried out in order to define the equations that best describe the drying
process of the clothes in a washing machine under the spinning cycle.
The aim of this section is to develop an empirical model to predict
water retention in cotton towels with reference to time and spinning ac-
celeration of professional washing machines. An approximated law is
derived from a large set of water extraction data taken on a number
of washing machines operated with typical spinning programmes. Nor-
mally, when washing machines are used to certificate water Retention
(Rt) performances, textile samples are exposed to specific centrifugal
forces, water temperatures and spinning cycles. Also, the experimental
apparatus for the measurements is defined in all its details by standard





where mwet is the total mass of the wet garments and mcd is the mass
of the garments when they are conditioned into a standard environment
at the temperature of (20± 2)◦C and relative humidity of (65± 5)% for
sufficient time. The condition-dry mass differs from the bone-dry mass
mbd which is the mass of the textile where the remaining moisture content
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has been reduced to a lower level at which the mass variation must be
less than 1% or 20g compared to the previous measurement taken after
a specific drying cycle.
The centrifugal force dF acting on an infinitesimal mass dmwet of wet
cloths is given by:
dF = dmwetω
2r, (2.34)
where ω is the angular speed of the drum and r is its radius. To com-
pare the performance of the spinning cycle independently from the type






Thus, the dimensionless acceleration G is given by the ratio between the
centrifugal acceleration (ac = ω
2r) to which the washing load is subject
and the gravitational acceleration g. With this parameter the spinning
cycle can be characterized only in terms of machine features (speed and
radius). During the water extraction cycle, the garments placed inside
the drum tends to form a layer with no uniform thickness on the internal
surface of the tub. To take into account this aspect, the Fill Factor (FF)
parameter is commonly used, which describes the quantity of textile in





where V is the drum volume.
2.5.1 Experimental test: setup and method
Three professional washing machines of different washing capacity
(6.5 kg, 7.5 kg and 13 kg) were tested to investigate their water retention
performances during the spinning phase. Figure 2.19 shows a sketch and
a picture of the experimental setup used to produce the measures presen-
ted in this paper. The machines were tested separately making sure the
same conditions of use and washing cycles were implemented. More spe-
cifically, the same spinning sequences were implemented to guarantee
equal normalised accelerations G in all experiments. During this phase
the water ejected from the drainage pipe of the appliance was gathered
into a basin, which laid on two load beam cells equipped with Tedea
th-huntleigh 3410 sensors, in order to measure the mass of the liquid
discharged in time. The drum temperature and speed time history were
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recorded using respectively a thermocouple type K and a tachometer
dynamo by Servo-Tek SB-757A-2. All the signals were logged by an Ahl-














Figure 2.19: Sketch (a) and picture (b) of the experimental setup used
to evaluate dewatering performances of professional washing machines.
A dedicated sample load composed of a controlled amount of new
standard cotton towels was prepared for each test in accordance with the
International Standard [11]. Table 2.6 reports the properties of the cotton
towels used for the experiments. All the samples had to be conditioned
before proceeding with the tests in order to establish the dry conditioned
mass which is representative of the dry levels of the garments. Thus
all the cotton towels were placed in a controlled climatic chamber at
imposed temperature and humidity. The masses mcd, mwet, and mbd
were measured with a digital scale of Carl Liden DIGI DI-10. At the end
of each spinning test every group of samples were dried with a professional
tumble dryer.
Table 2.6: Features of the samples used to evaluate dewatering per-




Dimension (cm) 70 x 140
Density (g/m2) 460
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Many conditions may affect water retention measurement in a wash-
ing machine. In order to obtain repeatable tests an own standard pro-
cedure was defined following the normative [11] recommendations in such
a way as to compare the water retention history and washing machine
performances. Figure 2.21 and Figure 2.22 show the procedure followed
for each of the three different cotton loads prepared for the appliances.
The results of this thesis were obtained at specific water temperature,
Fill Factor (FF) and in absence of detergent. All three clusters of cotton
towels were conditioned and selected in such a way as to respect the filling
coefficient. In order to realise the correct weight of condition dry tow-
els, stabilisation washing cycles were initially performed using another
washing machine of large capacity. These pre-treatments were done for
a larger amount of towels with reference to the amount requested by the
Fill Factor. Starting from a selection of new towels, during the stabil-
isation phase, all the samples were washed five times using a reference
detergent and a standard 60◦C cotton program, without intermediate
drying. This pre-treatment was followed by a normalization phase in
which the towels were washed without detergent using a standard 60◦C
cotton program and then dried up to bone dry condition. The loads were
later hung to a drying rack and placed in a conditioning chamber under
controlled temperature of (20± 2)◦C and relative humidity of (65± 5)%
for at least 15 hours. This procedure was done to moisten the towels
in such a way as to obtain the conditioned mass. The right quantity of
samples was then selected to ensure the correct total conditioned mass
mcd with respect to the fill factor chosen for the experiments. To avoid
a performance decay due to extreme ageing, the sample load was used
up to a maximum of 80 tests.
The series of tests implemented to measure the dewatering perform-
ances of the machines started by drying the cotton load up to the fixed
textile bone-dry mass mbd. Experience has shown that the way in which
a washing machine is loaded could slightly influence the measurement
results. The following loading sequence was therefore specified to guar-
antee a correct repeatability of the tests: first grasp the towels in the
centre, shake it to hang loosely, fold it twice to a third of its total size
and then place them in the drum.
Starting from a real washing program, a customised washing cycle
was designed to perform the planned tests. As shown in Figure 2.20, the
chosen cycle is composed of four parts: water filling, clockwise (CW) and
counter-clockwise (CCW) washing, drain and final long spinning. The
numerical limit of the customised washing cycle are not here reported





















water filling washing drain spinning
max
Figure 2.20: Customised washing cycle used to perform water retention
tests.
due to Non Disclosure Agreement (NDA) with the company.
Extraction is the most important phase for the tests presented in
this study, which therefore was reached in the shortest time possible
by setting the same maximum drum acceleration for all the appliances
considered. The spinning cycle was set to last 10 minutes. During this
phase, the angular speed of the drum was maintained constant within
the unavoidable variations due to the load dynamic unbalance effects.
In order to analyse the influence of the G parameter, the test series was
performed for different values of extraction speed for each appliance. At
the end of the procedure, the wet mass of the sample, mwet, was recorded
as a reference value for further analysis. Water extraction performance
was expressed as the amount of remaining moisture content in the load
at the end of the program relative to the conditioned mass after the final
spinning operation.
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NEW TOWELS
PRE-TREATMENT
five washing cycles with detergent using
standard program 60°C cotton without drying
NORMALIZATION
one washing cycle without detergent
using standard program 60°C cotton
with final drying until bone dry
CONDITIONING
towels in climatic chamber for at least 15 hours
at (20±2)°C and (65±5)% air relative humidity
mcd
Remove items to get right test load mass
and correct fill factor coefficient
Go to TEST SERIES
Figure 2.21: Flow chart to prepare the load before the test series
through a stabilization, normalization, conditioning and weight process.
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Tumble dry until bone dry 
mbd
Is number of tests






mwet, G, T, t
TEST SERIES
Go to NEW TOWELS
NO
YES
Figure 2.22: Flow chart describing the test procedure followed to test
the dewatering performances of washing machines.
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2.5.2 Dewatering model
Time-analysis repeatability
To derive the retention value defined in Equation (2.33), the measured
data acquired had to be processed. In fact, the water extracted during
the spinning mw,ext and weighted by the load cells, does not appear
explicitly in the definition of Rt, which instead, according to Equation
(2.33) refers to the total amount of water in the textiles. For this reason,
the numerator of Equation (2.33) was rewritten as:
mwet(t)−mcd = mH2O(t), (2.37)
where mH2O is the residual mass of water in the towels at specific time.
Assuming water mass conservation, the sum of the water ejected during
the spinning and the residual water in the textile must be equal to a
constant C, that is:
mw,ext(t) +mH2O(t) = C. (2.38)
The constant C is calculated considering the masses at the end of the
cycle such that:
C = mwet(t = tfin)−mcd +mw,ext(t = tfin), (2.39)
where mwet(t = tfin) is the entire wet cotton load weighted at the end of
the tests. Substituting the above expressions into Equation (2.33), the
percentage of residual moisture content with reference to time can be
derived with the following expression:
Rt(t) =
mwet(t = tfin)−mcd +mw,ext(t = tfin)−mw,ext(t)
mcd
100. (2.40)
Figure 2.23 shows the water retention time history of the cotton tow-
els during a spinning phase at fixed speed, temperature and fill factor
in a professional appliance. As found by studies on hydrology and soil
retention, the residual moisture decreases rapidly during the beginning
of the extraction cycle that starts at saturation condition. As the fabric
samples continues to drain water, the capillary force tends to equal the
centrifugal force on the water molecules reducing the extraction perform-
ance as shown on the right-hand side of the graph.
To verify the validity of the methodology described above, a number
of tests were repeated at three different speeds in order to cover low, me-
dium and high revolution frequency ranges, for all the washing machines
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Figure 2.23: Water retention time history of the towels inside the drum
during a spinning cycle of tmax = 10 min, considering a specified extrac-
tion speed, fill factor coefficient and drum dimension and shape. The
limits of the retention time dependence are covered by NDA.
considered. In this respect, Figure 2.24 shows an example of the repeat-
ability tests performed at controlled drum speed for one of the three
washing machine tested. The solid blue, red dashed and black dotted
lines show the water retention time history for the same load composi-
tion and normalised acceleration G for different tests. The curves overlap
reasonably well in the whole time range except at the very beginning of
the extractions where variations of moisture content up to 5% can be no-
ticed. Here the clothes distribution and the acceleration law of the drum
can effectively influence the dewatering process. Nevertheless, these res-
ults confirm the validity of the proposed methodology and show that the
clothes distribution does not influence the washing machine dewatering
time history with respect to the filling factor considered in the tests for
longer time. The maximum differences between the final residual mois-
ture values ∆R(tmax)%, measured at the end of each tests, are collected
in Table 2.7 for all the machines with reference to the considered extrac-
tion speeds. The final water content in the towels differs less than 1.6%
after the spinning cycle and the variation gets lower as the revolution
speed gets higher. Indeed, at maximum 450G, the difference on the final
water content is lower than 0.3% regardless of the washing machine used
to perform the test series.
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Figure 2.24: Repeatability of water retention tests at fixed spinning
speed and washing machine. The blue line is the repeatability test num-
ber 1, the dashed red line represents test number 2 and the black dotted
line the number 3. The limits of the retention time dependence are
covered by NDA.
Table 2.7: Comparison of water retention repeatability results at three
different speeds for all the washing machines (WMs) considered.
∆R(tmax)%
WM 1 WM 2 WM 3
Low speed 50G 1.6% 1.2% 0.4 %
Medium speed 250G 0.8% 0.8% 0.3%
High speed 450G 0.3% 0.3% 0.2%
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Proposed empirical dewatering model
The experiments presented in the previous section are time consum-
ing and referred to specific and constant G-acceleration values. In order
to extend the study to the whole possible working range of the machine
an empirical function is fitted to the measured data with reference to con-
stant temperature (20◦C), textile type (Cotton Towels as in Table 2.6),
fill factor (1/10 kg/l) and no use of detergent. In this way, it is there-
fore possible to predict the residual moisture content of 100% cotton at
the time and speed desired. Literature lacks mathematical models that
describe retention phenomena using washing machines, so the challenge
is to define a general equation able to fit, with a good accuracy, all the
experimental data. For this purpose, the water retention time history
analysis described before was performed for a set of 11 G-acceleration
factors for each of the three washing machines. The G value chosen in
this activity are: 50, 90, 130, 170, 210, 250, 290, 330, 370, 410, 450
in such a way as to distribute the data overall the common working
frequency range of professional washing machines. As reported in the
introduction, the experimental results are best described by polynomial
equations. The best approximation carried out with the data available








where aij are the coefficients of the polynomial reported in Table 2.8,
while Figure 2.25 shows the water retention fitting surface with respect
to t and G given in Equation (2.41) using the test data presented in this
study.
High water residual content occurs for low value of G because the
mechanical action is too weak to evince the flow resistances inside the
textile even for long spinning time. Moreover, a significant amount of
water content appears for short extraction cycles even if the revolution
speed increases up to the maximum value. A fast dewatering effect can
be observed when both parameters are low, whereas a flattening beha-
viour occurs when they become higher. Best dewatering performances
are reached for highest values of G and t, where the moisture content de-
creases more than 100% compared to the initial point. The surface shows
that G has a greater impact on water extraction compared to time. This
is because the water extraction limit is reached faster and the capillary
force on the fabrics equals the centrifugal force.
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Table 2.8: Values of the coefficients of fifth order fitting polynomial
expression use to model dewatering phenomenon on professional washing
machines
Coefficient Value Coefficient Value
a00 55.75 a20 0.96
a01 -9.60 a21 -0.23
a02 0.93 a22 -0.08
a03 -3.04 a23 -0.03
a04 3.55 a30 -0.13
a05 -0.70 a31 0.03
a10 -6.11 a32 0.04
a11 0.90 a40 1.33
a12 0.79 a41 0.01

















Figure 2.25: Water retention surface fitted on experimental data by a
fifth order polynomial equation for a professional washing machine. The
limits of the retention R% are covered by NDA.
To evaluate the accuracy of the proposed function, the difference
between the measured data and the values estimated with the proposed
polynomial function were estimated and plotted in Figure 2.26. The
plot shows that when the extraction time is higher than t/tmax = 0.2
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the variations are comprised between ±2% and reaches 10% for spinning
time lower than t/tmax = 0.1 (1 minute). These larger differences are due
to the fact that short extraction time could be affected by different ramp

















Figure 2.26: Data residual of the fitting polynomial equation with
respect to the experimental data for a professional washing machine.
The study described above was repeated for all the three professional
washing machines considered using the same fitting equation. Additional
parameters were considered to compare the model reliability and accur-
acy. A summary of R-square and Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
is reported in Table 2.9. For each of the three machines, the R2 para-
meters are close to one, indicating that the proposed retention function
replicates well the observed data. The RMSEs indicate that the washing
machine with the biggest washing capacity (WM3) is best approximated
by the proposed function. In any case, the RMSE values are similar
for all the appliances and low enough to guarantee the validity of the
proposed model.
Table 2.9: Statistical parameters to evaluate the accuracy of the model
for the three washing machines.
WM1 WM2 WM3
R-square 0.9991 0.9991 0.9992
RMSE 0.7359 0.6692 0.6080
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Model scaling
The washing machines used in this study have different drum dimen-
sions and washing capacity. An investigation to identify the impact of
the tub shape geometry on water retention performances was thus car-
ried out. All the experiments were performed under the hypothesis of
the same Fill Factor FF coefficient (1/10 kg/l) to guarantee a constant
relation between the amounts of cloths and drum volume. This FF value
guarantees a distribution of the garments over the entire internal surface
of the tub such that empty regions are practically missing. Nevertheless
different geometries imply different thickness of the cloth layers during
spinning, with possible consequences on the dewatering process. A study
of the effects caused by the different thickness is therefore needed. In-
deed, as described by Equation (2.36), under the hypothesis of constant
and full filled distribution of textiles along the longitudinal axis of the
drum, the fill factor coefficient can be rewritten as:
FF = ρt
[





where ρt is the towels volume density, r is the drum radius and s is
the average thickness of the textile layer stuck on the drum during the
extraction. These are reasonable hypothesis, since as the speed of the
rotating drum rise up, the garments tend to evenly distribute on its
internal cylindrical surface along the circumference and the depth of the
tub.
Therefore, considering Equation (2.42), it can be noticed that, provided
they are loaded with the same fill factor FF1 = FF2, two different wash-







Here subscript 1 and 2 indicate two washing machines with dissimilar
shape of the drum. For this reason an experimental scaling analysis was
performed to examine the impact of the different dimensions of the drum
and thickness of cloth layer on dewatering performances.
To classify the drum shape of the three different washing machines
considered, the shape factor Sf , defined as the ratio between the drum
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Table 2.10 contains the shape factor classification of all the machines
considered. Two appliances have the same shape factor but different
washing capacity, while the third one differs by 16.7% compared to the
others. This range is representative of the professional washing machines
portfolio available on the market.
Table 2.10: Shape factor coefficients of the washing machine considered.
WM1 WM2 WM3
Sf 0.6 0.6 0.7
To evaluate the impact of the shape factor on dewatering perform-
ances, the absolute difference in terms of residual moisture ∆Rt was
derived for all the possible pairings of washing machines considered and
then represented in Figure 2.27. The content of water is shown as a
function of G-acceleration at t/tmax = 0.1 (a) and at t/tmax = 0.8 (b).
Taking into account the washing machines number i and j, the vari-
ation in residual moisture content ∆Rt was calculated with the following
formula:
∆Rtij = |Rti −Rtj | (2.45)
where Rti and Rtj are the residual moisture contents respectively of the
i-th and j-th washing machine at specific time and G-acceleration.
At the beginning of the extraction phase, the variation of water re-
tention among the machines fluctuates up to 6% overall the G range
studied without any visible influence related to the drum shape. For
longer extraction time there is a great variation of dewatering perform-
ances that reaches a ∆Rt of 10÷ 12% at low speeds when appliances of
different shape factor are compared. Over 100G, the results get closer
to each other with a maximum 2% of residual moisture content vari-
ation. Therefore, it can be concluded that the shape factor impacts the
dewatering performance only at low G-acceleration factors while no rel-
evant correlation can be observed for extraction cycles shorter than two
minutes. Low values of G generate lower centrifugal forces that mitig-
ate the dewatering performances and make the thickness of the layer of
cloths and their distribution inside the drum, relevant for the process as
shown in Figure 2.27 (b). A standard spinning cycle for cotton garments
is typically set at high angular speed for long period; for this reason the
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Figure 2.27: Comparison of water retention variation among the ma-
chines as a function of G-acceleration at t/tmax = 0.1 (a) and at
t/tmax = 0.8 (b) of spinning time. Each line denotes the absolute dif-
ference of water retention between two washing machines. The blue line
shows the absolute variation between WM1 and WM3, the black dotted
line between WM2 and WM3, and the red dashed line between WM1
and WM2.
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influence of shape factor on professional laundry is not relevant under
the hypothesis of this study. Indeed a unique polynomial model to pre-
dict water retention performances is valid for the professional washing




This chapter investigates the vibration of the tub-drum assembly and
the force transmission to the floor of the washing machine equipped with
semi-active dampers. The aim is to develop a semi-active damper, which
can both attenuate the oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and mit-
igate the force transmission to the floor via the four mounts. For this
purpose specific in-house semi-active dampers have been designed and
manufactured. The model and equations of motion presented in Section
2.2 are thus revised in such a way as to take into account the effects of
semi-active dampers whose damping effect can be tuned to both reduce
the tub-drum oscillation and the force transmission to the floor. The
study first revises the mechanical features of the proposed semi-active
damper. Then, it presents a comprehensive design study of a practical
semi-active damper and a detailed report on the fabrication of a proto-
type device.
3.1 Lumped parameter model
As described in Section 2.4 the elastically suspended tub-drum as-
sembly is characterised by two resonances in the working range of an-
gular speeds, i.e. frequencies, which are due to the fundamental natural
modes in horizontal and vertical directions of the elastically suspended
tub-drum assembly. The classical passive dampers play a fundamental
role in mitigating the resonant response of the system by dissipating its
vibration energy at low frequencies. However they do not produce be-
nefits at higher frequencies. Actually, as was discussed in Subsection
2.4.2, when the dampers are set with large damping factors to effectively
minimise the tub-drum oscillations and the ground force transmission at
the two fundamental resonance frequencies, the force transmission ac-
tually increases at higher frequencies where the machine spins. Indeed,
at frequencies close to the two resonances the oscillations of the drum
are characterised by large values which depend on damping, whereas, as
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described by Equation (2.31), they tend to the eccentricity of the rotor
at higher frequencies. The ground force transmission is instead damping
dependent at frequencies close to resonance and at higher frequencies.
However, high damping effects reduce the force transmission at the two
resonance frequencies only. Instead, low damping effects are needed to
reduce the force transmission at higher frequencies. Thus, to ensure tub-
drum vibration control and isolation of force transmission to ground in
the whole frequency range of operation of the washing machine, the sus-
pension holding the tub-drum assembly should be equipped with tunable
dampers, which are set to produce high damping at low frequencies close
to the fundamental resonance frequencies and low damping at high fre-
quencies, where the machine is normally set to spinning. The classical
suspension elements used to hold the tub-drum components of washing
machines are composed of helical springs connected in parallel with high
damping components, which link the case of the appliance with the sus-
pended assembly. To provide experimental ground to these observations,
initial tests were carried out for two configurations of the suspension
system in the washing machine:
• only lightly damped helical springs
• helical springs and heavy dampers connected in parallel
Figure 3.1 shows the measured spectra for the horizontal (a) and ver-
tical (b) tub-drum oscillations, normalised with respect to the resonance
frequency of the fundamental heave natural mode in vertical direction,
for the lightly damped (blue solid line) and heavily damped (red dashed
line) configurations of the suspension.
From these plots it is possible to appreciate how the suspension damp-
ing effectively contributes to attenuate the resonance peaks at low fre-
quencies. In fact the peak response of the fundamental natural mode
in horizontal direction is reduced by 33 dB while the peak response of
the fundamental natural mode in vertical direction is attenuated by 56
dB. At higher frequencies, above these two resonance frequencies, the
oscillations in vertical and horizontal directions converge to a constant
value, which is given by the eccentricity, for both the lightly damped
and heavily damped configurations of the suspensions. In this frequency
range only an increment of the total mass, by adding ballast to the tub-
rotor system, can effectively lower the eccentricity factor, as described
by Equation (2.31), and thus the amplitude of the vibrations.





































Figure 3.1: Comparison of the experimental spectra of the tub-drum
assembly oscillations along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions with
two different configurations of the suspension system: lightly passive
damped (solid blue line) and heavily passive damped (red-dashed line)
suspension system. The limits of the amplitude are covered by NDA.


















Figure 3.2: Comparison of the experimental spectra of force transmis-
sion with two different configurations of the suspension system: lightly
passive damped (solid blue line) and heavily passive damped (red-dashed
line) suspension system. The limits of the amplitude are covered by NDA.
The normalised spectra of the amplitude of the force transmission for
both the lightly damped helical springs suspension and heavily damped
helical springs and shock absorbers suspension are shown in Figure 3.2
respectively with the solid and dashed lines. The passive friction dampers
reduce the amplitude of the resonance peaks by 11 dB for the horizontal
fundamental natural mode and by 27 dB for the vertical one, which is
responsible for the maximum transfer of force from the machine to the
ground. At higher frequencies, above the resonance frequencies of the two
fundamental natural modes due to the vertical and horizontal oscillations
of the suspended tub-drum assembly, as described by Equation (2.32),
the force transmission increases with the square of the angular speed of
the drum and proportionally to the damping coefficient of the suspen-
sion. This increases the force transmitted to the floor with consequent
problems of noise, vibration and machine walking. At full angular speed
of the drum (20 Hz), the force transmitted by the lightly damped suspen-
sion is about 11 dB lower than that transmitted by the heavily damped
suspension.
In summary, the frequency behaviour of the washing machine can be
divided in two regions. First, low frequencies, where high damping level
is needed to mitigate the dynamic response of the machine. Second, the
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higher frequencies where low damping effects can effectively reduce the
force transmission to ground without affecting the amplitude of the oscil-
lations of the drum. Therefore, the implementation of a suspension sys-
tem formed by lightly damped helical springs and a dampers, where the
damping coefficient can be switched from high values at low frequencies
to low values at high frequencies, has been studied. Semi-active dampers
are considered, which provide different damping contributes based on the
frequency of excitation of the system (that is the angular speed of the
drum).
Figure 3.3 shows the new configuration of the two DOFs lumped
parameter model of professional washing machines equipped with semi-
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Figure 3.3: Two degrees of freedom (DOFs) lumped parameter dynamic
model of the professional washing machine when semi-active dampers
substitute passive shock absorbers.
3.2 Constitutive equations
Based on the discussion presented in the previous section, semi-active
dampers with only two levels of damping are considered: a high damping
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level set to minimise the drum oscillations and force transmission at low
frequencies where the response of the machine is controlled by the funda-
mental natural modes of the elastically suspended tub-drum assembly; a
low damping level set to reduce the force transmission at higher frequen-
cies above the resonance frequencies of the fundamental natural modes.
This solution helps to simplify the mechanical design of the devices and
keeps the manufacturing and life cost sustainable. Considering Equa-
tions (2.11) and (2.12) the equations of motion for the machine equipped




2 cos θ − kxxx(t)− ˆcvxx ẋ(t)
− ˆcfxxsgn (x(t))− kxyy(t),− ˆcvxy ẏ(t)− ˆcfxysgn (y(t)) ,
Mtot(t)ÿ(t) = mu(t)rω(t)
2 sin θ − kyyy(t)− ˆcvyy ẏ(t)
− ˆcfyysgn (y(t))− kyxx(t)− ˆcvyx ẋ(t)− ˆcfyxsgn (x(t)) .
(3.1)
The vertical force is now given by:
R(t) = ˆcvyx ẋ(t) + ˆcvyy ẏ(t) + ˆcfyxsgn (x(t)) + ˆcfyysgn (y(t))
+ kyxx(t) + kyyy(t). (3.2)
Here ˆcvxx , ˆcvxy , ˆcvyx , ˆcvyy , ˆcfxx , ˆcfxy , ˆcfyx and ˆcfyy are the self and
cross viscous and friction damping contributes generated by the linear
dampers mounted at a 12◦ with respect to the vertical axis. These factors
are time dependent, more specifically they change between two limiting
values based on the angular speed of the drum which is generated by the
electrical motor controlled electronically. The damping laws for the ij-th
damping contribute can be assumed equal to:
ˆcvij =
{
cvij if ω(t) < ωs(t),




cfij if ω(t) < ωs(t),
≈ 0 if ω(t) > ωs(t),
(3.4)
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where ωs is the switching frequency at which the damping coefficients
are changed.
3.3 Frequency Response Functions
The Frequency Response Functions (FRFs) when this particular con-
figuration of semi-active dampers is used to control the dynamic response
of professional wahing machine is described below with respect to the
FRFs derived in Equations (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27):
X(jω) =
murω
2 − j 4
π
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cvij if ω < ωs,




Fcfij if ω < ωs,
≈ 0 if ω > ωs.
(3.9)
Therefore the FRFs for the harmonic oscillations of the tub-drum as-
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The switching frequency ωs depends on the mechanism used to gen-
erate friction between the inner piston and the outer cylinder of the
absorber, which is prone to variations based on use, temperature, lubric-
ants, etc. However, considering real working conditions, these changes
are small and of the order of 0.5 Hz at most, so that ωs can be estimated
in first approximation by neglecting the Coulomb damping contribute.
The practical realization of the semi-active dampers will probably re-
quire a feedback control loop to vary damping level based on the angular
speed of the drum. However, for smooth spinning transitions, the switch-
ing frequency can be set with an open loop architecture such that the
high to low damping configuration is simply switched when the drum ve-
locity crosses a critical spinning frequency as shown in Figure 3.4. Since
it is not possible to identify a unique and unequivocal point at which the
amplitude of the transmissibility spectrum does not depend on damping,
the switching frequency ωs is numerically estimated such that the mag-
nitude of transmissibility is equal to 1. Therefore, is this the switching
frequency that has been used in this study to move the isolator from high























Figure 3.4: Comparison of simulated transmissibility for three different
configurations of viscous damping and neglected Coulomb friction. Solid
blue line refers to lightly damped suspension, red dotted line to normally
damped and green dashed to heavily damped configuration.
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The switching frequency is therefore given by the following expres-
sion:
|T (jωs)| = 1. (3.13)
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show simulated spectra respectively for the oscil-
lations of the tub-drum assembly and for the force transmission with
three different configurations of the suspension system: lightly passive
damped (red dotted line), heavily passive damped (black dashed line)
and in-house semi-active damped (blue solid line) suspension system.
The semi-active solution switches from high damping to null damping at
the frequency ωs and vice versa. All the resonance peaks at low speeds
of the drum are reduced thanks to the heavy damping generated by the
semi-active damper. Also the amplitude of the transmitted force has
constant level at high speed of the drum thanks to the low damping
generated by the semi-active damper.













































Figure 3.5: Comparison of the analytical spectra of the tub-drum as-
sembly oscillations along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions with
three different configurations of the suspension system: lightly passive
damped (red dotted line), heavily passive damped (black dashed line)
and in-house semi-active damped (blue solid line) suspension system.






















Figure 3.6: Comparison of the analytical spectra of force transmission
with three different configurations of the suspension system: lightly pass-
ive damped (red dotted line), heavily passive damped (black dashed line)
and in-house semi-active damped (blue solid line) suspension system.
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3.4 Design and implementation
Following the considerations made in the previous sections, a semi-
active damper with two levels of damping has been designed and man-
ufactured, which can be used to lower the ground force transmission at
high spinning velocities and preserve the low drum vibration and force
transmission levels at low frequencies, where the dynamic response of the
washing machine is controlled by the resonant responses of the funda-
mental natural modes of the elastically suspended tub-drum assembly in
horizontal and vertical directions. The proposed system employs a switch
on/off pincers clumping device, where the damping effect is controlled
by an electromagnetic transducer, which, based on the angular speed of
the drum, releases or stops the clamping pincers. Figure 3.7 shows the
sketch of the open control loop system.
Figure 3.7: Sketch of the angular speed control loop used to switch the
damping levels of semi-active dampers.
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show respectively the front and back views of the
in-house assembled damper specifically designed and manufactured for
the control of the dynamic response of professional washing machines.
The system is characterised by a hollow cylindrical shell made with 3D
printed plastic. The tip of the cylindrical part (A) has two flat surfaces
that house a silent block bushing made of rubber, which generates the
connection to the ground frame of the washing machine, allowing small
rotational vibration of the tub-drum assembly. A second 3D printed







Figure 3.8: Front view picture of the mechanical design of the semi-
active damper.
element (B) is linked to the previous by a pivot rod, which allows the
relative rotation of the components A and B, which form a brake shoe
system. As shown in Figure 3.11, the internal surfaces of the brake shoe
encompass two circular cavities designed to house replaceable half-moon
braking pads (E) of polymeric or plastic-based materials used to dissipate
vibration energy by friction. A metallic rod (C) with silent block bushing
at its extremity (D) is used to connect this component to the frame of the
suspended tub-drum assembly of the machine through a through-all hole.
The bushing contributes to attenuate the rotational vibration modes of
the tub-drum assembly. The rod is inserted into the cylindrical shell of
the semi-active damper in such a way as it slides within the calibrated
rail generated by the half-moon friction inserts without being in contact
with the inner surface of the cylindrical case. The relative movements
between the piston and the brake shoe assembly dissipate the vibration
energy of the suspended components by rubbing the beam against the
inserts. Figure 3.10 shows the CAD drawing of the semi-active damper
components using CATIA V5 software.
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Since the total friction force is proportional to the clamping force
that acts on the half-moon inserts, the damping ratio can be adjusted
by varying the clamping force of the brake shoe system. Thus a simple
mechanism is built to tune the two levels of damping ratio from light to
heavy damping. The brake shoe elements present holes at the opposite
sides of the pivot, where two metal brackets (F) are screwed. One of
them is completely flat, while the other is 90◦ bent in such a way as to
house the electromagnetic actuator (G) at its end, as shown in Figure
3.13.
Figure 3.12 shows the tuning screw (H), which is placed in the prox-
imity of the brake shoes in such a way as to pre-load a hard spring that
forces the brackets together. The clamping force and consequently the
damping level of the shock absorber can be tuned by adjusting the screw-
ing. Overall, this configuration leads to a friction damper that generates
high and low damping levels.
A linear solenoid transducer is fixed at the free ends of the brackets in
such a way as, when it is powered, it opposes the compression force of the
regulating spring. In this way the two brake shoe components are moved
apart from each other by their rotation around the pivot and the normal
force that pushes the friction inserts against the metallic rod falls down.
This configuration provides the lowest damping level into the system.
Unfortunately residual friction damping can be generated by the rubbing
of the tip of the rod against the inner surface of the cylindrical shell due
to misalignment of the semi-active damper ends. For this reason the tip
of the piston rod has been properly rounded and the internal diameter
of the cylindrical shell enlarged as much as possible in order to lower the
contact surface between the parts and decrease hanging risks.
This design of the semi-active damper guarantees passive damping
behaviour in case of brake down of the actuator or electrical failure, so
that all the resonant oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and force
transmission are attenuated in any case. Moreover the length of the
brackets can be chosen based on available space and force/cost ratio of
the solenoid actuator.
Appendix B contains the CAD drawings of the components designed
to assemble the semi-active damper proposed.





Figure 3.9: Back view picture of the mechanical design of the semi-
active damper.










Figure 3.11: Details view of the brake shoe elements for the semi-active
damper.
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Figure 3.12: Details view of the tuning screw used to calibrate the
maximum damping level for semi-active damper.
Figure 3.13: Details view of the actuator used to control the damping
level for the semi-active damper.
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3.5 Experimental results
Figure 3.14 shows the experimental setup used to produce the meas-
urements presented in this chapter. The washing machine was located
on top of the same base framework structure considered in Sections 2.4,
which was equipped with strain gauge load cells (Flintec ZLS Planar
Beam) to measure the force transmission through the four feet of the
machine. As shown in sketch (b), the drum was equipped with two PCB
Piezotronics accelerometers positioned on top and on the flank of the
drum in such a way as to measure the vertical and horizontal accelera-
tions. A lumped mass was clamped inside the drum in order to generate
a static unbalance, which, for a given speed of rotation, produces a cent-
rifugal force, given by a combination of harmonic forces in quadrature,
oriented in vertical and horizontal directions respectively. The centrifu-
gal force was therefore identified from the drum angular speed, measured














Figure 3.14: Picture (a) and sketch (b) of the experimental setup used
to perform semi-active damper validation.
The drum suspension system was composed by four helical linear
springs connected in parallel with either the standard passive dampers
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or the in-house manufactured semi-active friction-based dampers. The
two passive dampers were chosen in such a way as to implement a large
damping and a very light damping. The in-house manufactured semi-
active dampers were designed with the disengaging mechanism described
in Section 3.4 to switch the damping levels.
Experimental measurements are first presented for the spectra of the
drum displacements in horizontal and vertical directions and then for
the spectrum of force transmission to the ground. The measurements
consider three configurations of the passive and semi-active dampers: a)
fixed low damping level, b) fixed high damping level, c) switching low
to high and high to low damping levels. The switching operation mode
was set in such a way as the higher damping level is implemented for
low angular speeds up to the switching speed ωs described by Equation
(3.13).
Figure 3.15 shows the spectra of the amplitude of the drum oscilla-
tions in horizontal (Plot a) and vertical (Plot b) directions produced by
0.5 kg of unbalanced load placed inside the drum. The solid blue line
shows the measured spectra when the dampers implement constant low-
damping levels. The spectra of the oscillations are characterised by two
resonance peaks at low frequencies followed by a constant level, which is
about 25 dB lower than that of the higher resonance peak. The constant
amplitude level was derived in Equation (2.31) and it is equal to the
eccentricity factor. Equation (2.31) shows that, at high rotation speeds,
the amplitude of the oscillation solely depends on the ratio between
the unbalance mass and drum-ballast mass, i.e. mu/Mtot. Therefore,
to guarantee low oscillations at higher frequencies a large ballast mass
should be used. The two resonance peaks are due to the transversal and
horizontal fundamental natural modes, which are characterised respect-
ively by dominant horizontal and vertical oscillations of the elastically
suspended drum. As one would expect, the spectrum of the horizontal
displacement (Plot a) shows a much higher resonance peak for the hori-
zontal natural mode whereas the spectrum of the vertical displacement
(Plot b) shows a much higher resonance peak for the transversal nat-
ural mode. The dashed red line shows the measured spectra when the
dampers implement the high-damping fixed levels. Large reductions of
the drum oscillations, comprised between 20 to 55 dB, are produced
for low drum angular speeds up to ωs. No reductions are instead ob-
tained for higher angular speeds of the drum, since, as discussed above,
at these speeds the drum oscillation solely depends on the ratio between
the unbalance mass and drum-ballast mass, i.e. mu/Mtot. The dotted
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black line shows the measured spectra when the semi-active dampers
implement the high damping levels for angular speeds below ωs and low
damping levels for angular speeds above ωs. Once more, large reductions
of the drum oscillations comprised between 20 and 45 dB are generated
for drum angular speeds lower than ωs. Moreover, no reductions are
produced for angular speeds higher than ωs.
Figure 3.16 shows the spectrum of the total force transmitted to the
ground via the four feet of the washing machine. The solid blue line
shows the measured spectrum when the dampers implement the low-
damping fixed levels. Also in this case, the spectrum is characterised by
two resonance peaks at low frequencies followed by a somewhat constant
level, except for some dynamics at 5 times the fundamental natural fre-
quency of the vertical vibrational mode. In this case, for angular speeds
greater than the fundamental natural frequencies, the transmitted force
is given by the modulus of the suspension complex stiffness multiplied
by the amplitude of the oscillation as derived in Equation (2.32). Thus,
indeed for very small levels of damping the total transmitted force for
angular speeds greater than ωs can be assumed constant and equal to
the following expression:







However, when large damping levels are implemented in the four sus-
pensions, as shown by the red dashed line, large reductions are obtained
for the force transmitted at low frequencies. More specifically, the trans-
mitted force at the resonance frequencies of the fundamental oscillation
modes are brought down by 10 dB and 25 dB. Nevertheless, as Equation
(2.32) suggests, with large damping factors the total force transmitted at
higher frequencies tends to rise proportionally to frequency such that the
force transmission becomes up to 11 dB larger at the maximum spinning
frequency. Indeed for angular speeds greater than ωs Equation (2.32)
can be approximated with the following expression:












The dotted black line shows the spectrum of the transmitted force when
the semi-active dampers implement the high damping levels for angu-
lar speeds below ωs and low damping levels for angular speeds above
ωs. The combination of low-frequency high-damping and high-frequency
low damping produces the better compromise in terms of force trans-
mission. Indeed, compared to the suspension with light damping, at





































Figure 3.15: Spectra of the measured horizontal and vertical drum
oscillations using a lightly damped suspension (solid blue line), a heavily
damped suspension (red dashed line) and, a semi-active suspension that
switches from high to low damping levels (dotted black line). The limits
are covered by NDA.
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low frequencies below ωs, the force transmission is greatly mitigated. In
particular, when the angular speed equals the two fundamental natural
frequencies, the transmitted force is brought down by about 30 and 20
dB respectively. Also, at higher frequencies above ωs, compared to the
suspension with light damping, the force transmission is about 2 to 4
dB higher, but still at rather low levels that can be accepted in practice.
Moreover, design and manufacturing improvements of the semi-active
damper might further reduce the residual damping and effectively lower


















Figure 3.16: Spectra of the measured force transmitted to the ground
using a lightly damped suspension (solid blue line), a heavily damped
suspension (red dashed line) and, a semi-active suspension that switches





This chapter investigates the vibration of the tub-drum assembly
and force transmission to the floor of the washing machine equipped
with semi-active Tunable Vibration Absorber. As suggested by Equa-
tion (2.31) for the tub-drum oscillations at higher frequencies, ballast
masses are installed on the tub-drum frame to reduce the eccentricity
factor. To obtain low factors, big amount of ballasts are required; there-
fore this solution has practical limitations in terms of implementability
and final cost. In this chapter an alternative solution is investigated,
where the ballast masses are replaced by tunable vibration absorbers.
The idea is to have time varying vibration absorbers whose tuning fre-
quency is modulated to the spinning of the drum. In this way, both drum
oscillations and force transmission to ground can be effectively lowered
at the drum spinning velocity. For this purpose the ballast masses are
substituted by in-house made TVAs, which are formed by a cantilever
beam with a block mass whose position can be moved along the beam
such that the fundamental resonance frequency of the system can be
varied. First of all, the cantilever beam TVA is presented and its equa-
tions of motion are derived both in time and frequency domains. Then,
a two DOFs lumped parameter model is developed to predict both the
amplitude of the drum oscillations along horizontal and vertical direc-
tions and the amplitude of ground force transmission for a professional
washing machine equipped with cantilever beam TVAs. A parametric
study is then presented to describe the effects produced by the TVAs.
Finally the design and implementation of the TVA prototype is presen-
ted. The experimental validation of the proposed TVA solution closes
the chapter with the analysis of the measured spectra obtained on the
washing machine equipped with the TVAs.
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4.1 Cantilever beam model
The vibrational absorber considered in this study is composed of a
cantilever beam with a tip mass. Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of the device,
which is characterised by a beam, fixed on an external support built in






Figure 4.1: Sketch of the cantilever beam with tip mass TVA.
The oscillations of the tub, along the vertical (v) and horizontal (u)
axes, excite the base of the cantilever beam, which in turn is affected by
the inertial load generated by the tip masses via the elastic deflection
of the beam. The differential equations, for the flexural response of
the cantilever beam and block mass, are derived with respect to the
non-inertial system of reference shown in Figure 4.1. The formulation is
derived only for the flexural vibration in the vertical plane. The resulting
equations are rearranged into a lumped parameter formulation, which
is combined with the lumped element formulation for the oscillations
of the tub-drum assembly in vertical direction. To this end, as shown
in Figure 4.2, the model of the cantilever beam system with tip mass
in the non-inertial system of reference is used. Therefore the flexural
equations of motion derived with respect to the non-inertial system of
reference are rearranged with respect to the inertial system of reference.
Equilibrium equations, with reference to the rotation and translation of
an infinitesimal element of beam are given by [92,93] under the hypothesis
of the uniform Euler–Bernoulli beam model. Considering the motion
shown in Figure 4.3 the following equations are derived:
∂T (z, t)
∂z
= −f(z, t), (4.1)




Figure 4.2: Model of the cantilever beam system with tip mass with









Figure 4.3: Free body diagram of the infinitesimal element of the beam.
∂M(z, t)
∂z
= −T (z, t), (4.2)
where T and M are respectively the shear force and the internal bending
moment at a cross-section of the beam, while f(z) is the distributed force




= f(z, t). (4.3)
The internal bending moment at any cross section is related to the rota-
tional displacement of the beam as follows:




Here E is the Young’s module of elasticity of the material and I is the
cross sectional area moment of inertia, estimated with respect to the
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= f(z, t) (4.5)
To obtain the equation of the motion with respect to the non-inertial
system of reference, the inertia to flexural displacements of the beam
has to be taken into account. This inertia effect results as an external
distributed force acting on the beam, so that:




where ρ is the density per unit of length of the material and A the cross
sectional surface area, which is uniform along the beam. The external
force is due to the inertial contribution of the tip mass, which has been
modelled as a lumped parameter. Hence:
f2(z, t) = −Fmt(t)δ (z − L)−
∂
∂z
[Mmt(t)δ (z − L)] (4.7)
where Fmt is the lumped inertial force of the tip mass, Mmt is the lumped
inertial moment produced by the mass and calculated with respect to the
axis of symmetry and δ is the Delta Dirac function. The total force f(z, t)
acting on the infinitesimal element of the beam is given by:
f(z, t) = f1(z, t) + f2(z, t) (4.8)
Combining Equations (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) in one expression gives
the following differential equation for the flexural vibrations of the can-







= −Fmt(t)δ(z − L)+
− ∂
∂z
[Mmt(t)δ(z − L)] . (4.9)
To find the natural frequencies of the beam and tip mass, the homogen-








The method of variables separation is used to solve this linear homogen-
eous partial differential equation [94]. Thus the vertical displacement is
written as:
v(z, t) = Φ(z)q(t), (4.11)
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where Φ(z) is function of z only while q(t) is function of t only.
The response of a linear system excited by an harmonic function is
of the type:
v(z, t) = Φ(z)cos(ωt+ φ). (4.12)









Φ(z) = 0, (4.13)








The solutions of Equation (4.13) can be sought in terms of a eλz func-
tion, so that the following characteristic equation for the homogeneous









where λi are the eigenvalues. The linear combinations of non-trivial
solutions of Equation (4.15) can be casted in the following expression::






















where Φi are the eigenfunctions. The solutions must satisfy the boundary
conditions of the cantilever beam with tip mass. Considering Figure 4.2,
the left hand side of the cantilever beam is fixed in such a way as to avoid
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On the right hand side, the tip mass imposes the shear and bending
stresses to balance respectively the mass translational and rotational
inertia. These stresses are described by the following relations:





















where mt is the tip mass and Imt is the moment of inertia with respect to
the transverse axis of the tip mass. Considering Equations (4.2), (4.4),
























Considering the separation of variables given in Equation (4.11), the four






























Since Equation (4.13) is of fourth order, its general solution, described
in Equation (4.16), contains four spatial constants of integration. In
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order to operate a modal decomposition of the equations of motion, the
fundamental natural frequencies of the cantilever beam with tip-mass
have to be calculated, thus b is an unknown parameter with respect to
Equation (4.14). In conclusion a total of five unknowns coefficients have
to be derived. Since there are only four spatial boundary conditions, it is
not possible to evaluate all the unknowns uniquely, thus only the shape
of Φ(z) can be derived, but not its amplitude.
Imposing Equations (4.23) and (4.24) in Equation (4.16), gives:
C3 = −C1, (4.27)
C4 = −C2. (4.28)
Having set the boundary conditions given in Equations (4.23), (4.24),
(4.25) and (4.26) and taking into account the solutions of Equations
(4.27) and (4.28), the following system of equations has to be satisfied:






























[sinh(b) + sin(b)] ,













The non-trivial solutions of the algebraic system of Equation (4.29) can
be calculated numerically by imposing the determinant of the matrix of
Equation (4.30) equal to zero.
det(D) = 0. (4.32)
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Figure 4.4: Graphical solution of non linear algebraic equation obtained
by imposing the determinant of matrix D equal to zero.
Figure 4.4 shows the graph of det(D) with respect to the parameter
b. The graph indicates there is a sequence of crossing points to the
horizontal axis, that is a sequence of values of b for which det(D) = 0 is
verified. The values provide the fundamental natural frequencies ωni for







At this point the eigenfunctions Φi(z), i.e. the shape function of the
natural modes, can be derived from Equation (4.16).
Under the assumptions of Section 4.1, the i-th natural mode of the
cantilever beam with tip-mass system corresponding to the ωni natural
frequency results:


























where α is defined as:
α = −













All eigenfunctions are orthogonal [94] and hence, by definition, independ-
ent to each other. So for a constrained beam the state of displacements
can be expressed as a series of eigenfunctions Φi(z) multiplied by the











where Ψn(z) is the n-th eigenfunctions relative to the n-th vibration mode
of the beam and pn(t) the relative time dependent harmonic functions.
4.2 Constitutive equations
The equations for the flexural vibrations of the beam and tip mass
have been derived above with respect to the non-inertial system of ref-
erence positioned at the joint of the beam with the tub-drum frame.
Therefore they should now be reworked with reference to the inertial ref-
erence system in order to derive the equations of motion of the tub-drum
assembly equipped with the cantilever beam TVAs. In first approxima-
tion, the vibration modes of the TVAs system are considered uncoupled.
Figure 4.5 shows the resulting two DOFs lumped parameter model of the
professional washing machine equipped with cantilever beam vibration
absorbers.












kyy , kyx cvyy , cvyxcfyy , cfyx
Figure 4.5: Two DOFs lumped parameter model of professional wash-
ing machine equipped with cantilever beam TVAs system.
Considering the inertial system of reference, the displacement of the
beam can be written as the linear combination of the relative and the
joint base displacements. Considering the vertical direction, the dis-
placement with respect to the inertial system of reference is expressed as
follows:
y2(z, t) = y1(t) + v(z, t), (4.38)
where y2(z, t) is the vertical displacement of the infinitesimal element of
the beam and y1(t) is the vertical displacement of the tub-drum assembly.
Equation (4.38) can be rewritten with respect to the relative displace-
ment of the beam, so that:
v(z, t) = y2(z, t)− y1(t). (4.39)
Substituting Equations (4.19), (4.20) and (4.39) into Equation (4.9), the
equation of motion of the cantilever beam TVA system with respect to
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δ(z − L). (4.40)
Since the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues, i.e. modes and natural fre-
quencies, relative to the flexural vibration of the cantilever beam are in-
dependent from the considered reference system, the displacements can
be expressed as a series of the eigenfunctions Φi(z) multiplied by the





The homogeneous equation of motion of the cantilever beam with tip-









Since the eigenfunctions Φi(z) satisfy this homogeneous equation and
considering that, for harmonic excitation, the response of a linear system









[ρA+mtδ(z − L)] Φi(z)ω2i . (4.43)
As a result, the equation of motion Equation (4.40) can be rewritten






[ρA+mtδ(z − L)] +
∞∑
i=1
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The TVA effectively absorbs the vibration energy of the tub-drum
assembly at its fundamental natural frequency. In order to expand the
operation frequency range, the TVA has to be continuously tuned in
such a way as to synchronise its fundamental natural frequency to the
frequency of the unbalance harmonic excitation acting on the tub-drum
assembly. In practice, this can be effectively implemented by sliding the
position of the mass along the beam of the TVA such that the funda-
mental natural frequency of the TVA is varied. Therefore the formulation
will take into account only the response due to the first fundamental flex-
ural mode of the beam and tip mode. Consequently the displacement of
the cantilever beam with tip mass is approximated as follows:
y2(z, t) ≈ Φ1(z)q1(t). (4.45)
Substituting Equation (4.45) into Equation (4.44), the equation of mo-
















As previously derived in Equation (4.34), the i-th eigenfunction Φi(z) re-
lative to the i-th eigenvalue λi, is defined to within an arbitrary constant
C1. In order to uniquely obtain the amplitude of the vibrational mode,
the constant is derived through a normalization procedure, such that the
resulting natural modes are referred to as normal modes. In particular,
taking advantage of the orthogonal properties of the eigenfunctions, the
mass normalization is considered in this study by setting:
∫ L
0
Φ21(z) [ρA+mtδ(z − L)] = 1. (4.47)
Combing Equation (4.47) with Equation (4.46), the normalized equa-
tion of motion of the cantilever beam TVA, approximated to the first vi-
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This equation is now enriched with a modal viscous damping contrib-
ute which is expressed in terms of damping ratio ξ. Thus the normalized























Once the cantilever beam with tip mass is installed in the tub-drum
frame of the professional washing machine, an exchange of dynamic forces
are generated in the region of the joint. In particular, the cantilever beam
and tip mass system transfers a shear stress to the tub-drum assembly
structure. The shear force T (z, t) is defined as follows [95]:











Equation (4.50) can be rewritten with respect to the inertial system of
reference:




Figure 4.6 shows the free body diagram of the professional washing
machine characterised by the elastically suspended tub-drum assembly
and the cantilever beam TVAs system installed on it.
















































Figure 4.6: Free body diagram of the professional washing machine
suspended tub-drum assembly mass with cantilever beam TVAs system.
The equations of motion for the vibration in vertical direction are
summarised below:
Mtot(t)ÿ1(t) = mu(t)rω(t)
2 sin θ − kyyy1(t)
− cvyy ẏ1(t)− cfyysgn (y1(t))− kyxx1(t)− cvyx ẋ1(t)
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By analogy it is possible to derive the same equations of motion for
the horizontal direction as follows:
Mtot(t)ẍ1(t) = mu(t)rω(t)
2 cos θ − kxxx1(t)
− cvxx ẋ1(t)− cfxxsgn (x1(t))− kxyy1(t),−cvxy ẏ1(t)





























The vertical component of the force transmitted through the passive
suspension system is derived as:
R(t) = cvyx ẋ1(t) + cvyy ẏ1(t) + cfyxsgn (x1(t)) + cfyysgn (y1(t))
+ kyxx1(t) + kyyy1(t). (4.59)
4.3 Frequency Response Functions
Considering the lumped parameter model shown in Figure 4.5, Fre-
quency Response Functions are derived in this section for the oscilla-
tions of tub-drum assembly and the force transmitted to ground via the
visco-elastic mounts with reference to the unbalance harmonic excitation.
Based on the sketch of Figure 4.5, the equations of motion of the two
DOFs lumped parameter model, described in Section 2.3, are coupled to
the equations of motion for the cantilever beam TVAs, derived in the
previous sections. As done above, the equations of motion for the oscil-
lations in vertical direction are discussed in detail, whereas the equations
of motion for the oscillations in the horizontal direction are derived by
analogy. The FRFs that characterise the vibration of the machine are
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derived from the time domain equations of motion using the Laplace
transformation and then considering s = jω [90]. The vertical displace-
ment of the cantilever beam in the frequency domain Y2(z, jω) can thus
be written as follows:
Y2(z, jω) ≈ Φ1(z)Q1(jω), (4.60)
where Q1(jω) is the first frequency dependent harmonic function relative
to the shape function Φ1(z).
The Fourier transform of the shear force function in Equation (4.52)
is given by:




It is now necessary to express Equation (4.49) in the frequency domain
in order to derive a formulation that uniquely describes the harmonic
function Q1(jω). This relationship is then used to derive the FRFs of
the tub-drum oscillations and ground force transmission, with reference
to physical coordinates. Therefore the harmonic function Q1(jω) can be
written as:
Q1(jω) = H1(jω)Y1(jω), (4.62)







0 Φ1(z) [ρA+mtδ(z − L)] dz









Equation (4.60) can be rewritten as follows:
Y2(z, jω) ≈ Φ1(z)H1(jω)Y1(jω). (4.64)
Combining Equations (4.60), (4.61) and (4.63) the shear force can be
written in the frequency domain as follows:




With reference to the free body diagram shown in Figure 4.6, the force
TTV Ay exchanged between the cantilever beam and the tub-drum frame
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is equal to the value of the shear force at the rigid joint. Therefore it can
be derived as:






Introducing Equation (4.66) into the Equations (2.25), (2.26) and (2.27),
the equation of motion in frequency domain, relative to the free body
diagram of Figures 4.6, becomes:
Y1(jω) =
murω

















Similar considerations are drawn for the FRFs relative to the tub-
drum harmonic vibrations and force transmission for horizontal direc-




























0 Ψ1(z) [ρA+mtδ(z − L)] dz









and P1(jω) is the first frequency dependent harmonic function relative
to the eigenfunction Ψ1(z).
The displacement of the cantilever beam TVA is estimated as follows:
X2(z, jω) ≈ Ψ1(z)N1(jω)X1(jω). (4.70)
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Therefore the FRFs for the harmonic oscillations of the tub-drum
assembly in x and y directions and the force transmitted to the ground





















As explained above, only the first flexural mode of the cantilever
beam and tip mass is taken into consideration while the coupling effect
of the TVAs has bean neglected. It is therefore important to guarantee
the same fundamental natural frequency relative to the first vibration
mode of the absorber, along the horizontal and vertical directions. For
this purpose an annular cross section of the beam was chosen in order
to obtain a symmetrical behaviour of the device in the two orthogonal
directions. This consideration allows the derivation of cross sectional
moment of inertia I with respect to the neutral axis of the beam and its









Figure 4.7 shows the simulated spectra relative to the amplitude of
drum oscillations along horizontal (Plot a) and vertical (Plot b) direc-
tions derived considering the mechanical input parameters summarised
in Table 4.1, which tune the TVA at about 10Hz for instance.
The red dashed lines show the amplitude of oscillations in the vertical
and horizontal directions of the tub-drum assembly for the standard con-
figuration, already discussed in Section 2.4, while the blue solid lines show
the responses of the tub-drum assembly with the cantilever beams TVAs.
The two configurations are characterised by comparable oscillations amp-
litudes at low frequencies along both horizontal and vertical directions.
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Table 4.1: Mechanical parameters of the two DOFs model of W565H

























At higher frequencies than the fundamental natural frequency of the
tub-drum assembly, the amplitudes of the oscillations for the standard
configuration tends to an asymptotic value described by Equation (2.31).
The new setup presents an antiresonance and a resonance in rapid succes-
sion around 10Hz, which is the imposed fundamental natural frequency
of the cantilever beam TVA. At that frequency the beam-mass first nat-
ural mode is effectively excited and the kinetic energy of the tub-drum
assembly is efficiently transferred to the vibration absorbers.
Figure 4.8 shows the spectra for the amplitude of oscillation of the tip
mass of the cantilever beam system. In correspondence of the horizontal











































Figure 4.7: Comparison of the simulated spectra relative to the tub-
drum assembly oscillations for standard (red dashed line) configuration
and with TVA system (blue solid line) along horizontal (a) and vertical
(b) directions.
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and vertical fundamental natural frequency of the tub-drum assembly,
the tip mass moves together whit the drum to then increase the relat-
ive displacements up to the maximum value at the fundamental natural
frequency relative to the first vibration mode of the beam and tip mass.
Similar considerations can be derived for the spectrum of force trans-
mitted shown in Figure 4.9. The two configurations show similar re-
sponses in the low frequencies range. At frequencies higher than the
fundamental natural frequency of the tub-drum assembly, the TVA in-
fluences on the force transmitted. The force transmitted to ground is
the lowest in correspondence of the first fundamental natural frequency
of the TVA cantilever beam.
The TVA solution would become convenient when the TVA tuning is
continously adapted to work at the angular speed of the drum. Therefore
it is necessary develop a semi-active system which tracks on the angular
speed of the drum in such a way as to generate an antiresonance at
the frequency of excitation. The control loop has to avoid any possible
miss-tune of the device that could actually produce an increment of the
response and thus bring to failure the machine or seriously damage the
structure.











































Figure 4.8: Simulated spectra relative to tip mass oscillations of the
TVA system.





















Figure 4.9: Comparison of the simulated spectra relative to force trans-
mission for standard (red dashed line) configuration and with TVA sys-
tem (blue solid line).
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4.4 Parametric study
This section presents a parametric study, which is performed to eval-
uate the influence of the mechanical parameters of the components of
the TVA on the spectra for the amplitude of the oscillations and ground
force transmission of the tub-drum assembly. The TVA gives the pos-
sibility to lower the oscillations of the drum and consequently the force
transmission to ground. Thus large ballasts are not required any more
to increase the inertial load of the tub-drum assembly in order to lower
the eccentricity factor of Equation (2.31) and thus the tub-drum oscilla-
tions and force transmission. This leads to new designs of the washing
machines characterised by much lower ballast masses so that the total
weight and cost of the appliances can also be sensibly reduced. In fact, a
portion of the ballast masses is used for the TVA devices while the rest
is removed from the machine. Thus the effects of the total mass Mtva of
the cantilever beam with tip mass is considered into the dimensionless
mass ratio factor µ defined as follows:
µ =
Mtva
M +Mb +Mw(t) +mu(t)
. (4.79)
Neglecting the amount of unbalance mu(t) and the water content Mw(t),
which are small during the extraction cycle, mass ratio factor of the





With a view on cost saving and cost efficiency, it is important to lower
the total weight of the appliance, without increasing the amplitude of
oscillations of the tub-drum assembly and the force transmitted to the
ground. Therefore a parametric study is performed by removing all the
ballast masses, which are substituted by TVA devices. Since part of the





where β is the portion of ballast mass used as TVA. For the W565H
professional washing machine, the range of mass ratio considered in this
study is 0 ≤ µ ≤ 0.24 .
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Table 4.2: Range of mass ratio µ used for spectra comparison.
µ Mtot Mtva
0.05 69 kg 3.4 kg
0.12 69 kg 8.5 kg
0.24 69 kg 17 kg
Figure 4.10 shows the simulated FRF spectra for the amplitude of
oscillations of the tub-drum assembly for the mass ratios µ listed in Table
4.2. Normally high values of µ involve the use of great quantity of ballast
masses as TVA system. This solution tends to maintain constant the
total static weight of machine. Since the fundamental natural frequency
of the tub-drum assembly depends on its total mass and the mass of
the TVA, higher values of µ would lower the horizontal and vertical
fundamental natural frequencies of the drum. Heavy TVAs amplify both
the amplitude and the band of the antiresonance and resonance peaks in
correspondence of the first fundamental natural frequency of the tunable
mass damper. In fact, the TVA absorbs more kinetic energy because of
their higher inertial load produced by the tip mass. Therefore increasing
the mass of the vibration absorber can help to lower the amplitude of
oscillations of the drum even for lightweight tub-drum assembly.
Similar consideration can be derived for the simulated spectrum for
the amplitude of force transmission of Figure 4.11.
A damping effect is normally introduced into the cantilever beam to
attenuate the resonance peaks and lower the amplitude of oscillations of
the tip mass at the fundamental natural frequency of the absorber. The
damping is chosen in such a way as to obtain large reductions of drum
oscillations and acceptable maximum amplitude of oscillation of the tip
mass.















































Figure 4.10: Comparison of the simulated spectra relative to the tub-
drum assembly oscillations for washing machine equipped with TVAs
system for different mass ratio µ along horizontal (a) and vertical (b)
directions. The solid blue line shows the response for µ = 0.05, the black
dotted line for µ = 0.12 and the red dashed line for µ = 0.24.





















Figure 4.11: Comparison of the simulated spectra relative to force
transmission for washing machine equipped with TVAs system with dif-
ferent mass ratio µ along horizontal (a) and vertical (b) directions. The
solid blue line shows the response for µ = 0.05, the black dotted line for
µ = 0.12 and the red dashed line for µ = 0.24.
In practice, the cantilever beam-tip mass TVA is tuned by sliding
the tip mass along the beam in order to vary the eigenfunctions and
the relative eigenvalues, which are the fundamental natural modes and
the fundamental natural frequencies of the dynamic vibration absorber
in accordance with Equations (4.33) and (4.16). When the tip mass is
moved, the portion of beam at the free end is neglected in the model since
it is characterised by much lower inertia with respect to the tip mass.
The position of the tip mass has to be derived by an iterative procedure
involving the numerical solution of the eigenfunctions in such a way as
to tune its fundamental natural frequency relative to the first vibrational
mode of the beam. Figure 4.12 shows the length of the cantilever beam
as function of its first fundamental natural frequency for different value
of tip mass. Table 4.3 provides the mechanical parameters of the beam
that have been used to perform the simulations.
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Figure 4.12: Length of the cantilever beam as function of the first
fundamental natural frequency for different value of tip mass. Solid blue
line refers to mt = 5kg, red dotted line to mt = 9kg, black dashed line
to mt = 13kg and green dashed-dotted line to mt = 17kg.





E 9.0 e+10 N/m2
ρ 8500 kg/m3
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4.5 Design and implementation
The solution proposed in this thesis consists in substituting the bal-
last masses of the washing machine with cantilever beam TVAs in such
a way as to lower tub-drum oscillations, ground force transmission and
the total weight of the appliance.
As shown in Figure 1.10, ballasts of different weights are normally
placed on the four corners of the tub-drum frame, with the aim to increase
the total mass of the stator and thus to lower the eccentricity factor and
to statically balance the system.
Figure 4.13 shows the CAD drawing of one of the four cantilever beam
TVAs designed for this study. Also Figure 4.14 shows their installation






Figure 4.13: CAD sketch of the assembly of the cantilever beam TVA.
As discussed above, the ballasts were substituted by dynamic ab-
sorbers in the attempt to guarantee the same static balance along the
three rotational degrees of freedom of the tub-drum. The dynamic ab-
sorbers were manufactured in-house. Two TVAs were installed in the
front and two in the back of the tub-drum frame and they differed for di-
mensions. Since the four TVAs are tuned to work at the same frequency,
in first approximation, their overall effects can be modelled in terms of
an equivalent mass-spring-damper TVAs as done above in Section 4.2.
The TVAs are composed by three components: the beam (A), the
joint connection (B,C,D) and the tip mass (E). A circular cross sec-
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Figure 4.14: CAD sketch of the installation of cantilever beam TVAs.
tional geometry of the beams and weights was chosen in order to obtain
symmetric vibrational absorbers along the horizontal and vertical direc-
tions of motion. In this way similar vibrational modes and fundamental
natural frequencies are obtained for horizontal and vertical oscillations.
Moreover, the coupling effect of the TVAs during the operation is min-
imised. Polymeric hollow cylinders were pressed into the beams near the
fixing points to the tub-drum assembly in order to increase the damping
factor of the TVAs. The beams were inserted into bushing supports (B)
which were fixed to the tub-drum frame via flat metallic plates (D). The
bushings present a milling along their longitudinal directions where two
small plates are welded in order to locate the tightening screws. On the
opposite side, a longitudinal cut is provided to decrease the mechanical
strength of the material. The tightening of the screws cause the yielding
of the material so that the beam can be clamped by friction.
The four plate supports (D) have been fixed to the tub-drum frame
at the pre-existing holes used to fix the ballasts.
The tip masses (E) are made by a cylindrical piece of steel with
a through-all longitudinal hole. The cylinder is characterised by two
longitudinal cuts, which locally lowered the mechanical strength of the
material. Two screws are placed crosswise the first cut in such a way
as to yield the opposite slice of material when tightened. This increases
the friction between the pipe and the internal surface of the tip mass,
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Table 4.4: Mechanical features of the components used to build the
front and back TVAs.
Parameter Nomenclature Value
material of the front beam brass
Young’s module of brass Ebr 9.0 e+10 N/m
2
Density of brass ρbr 8500 kg/m
3
material of the back beam alluminum
Young’s module of aluminium Eall 7.0 e+10 N/m
2
Density of aluminium ρall 2700 kg/m
3
External diameter of the front beams def 20 mm
Internal diameter of the front beams dif 18 mm
External diameter of the back beams deb 14 mm
Internal diameter of the back beams dib 12 mm
Front tip masses mtf 5 kg
Back tip masses mtb 1.5 kg
avoiding relative sliding during working conditions.
The TVAs are manually tuned by sliding the tip masses along the
beams as shown in Figure 4.12. This solution aims to replicate a tun-
ing system which can be eventually used to obtain electro-mechanically
driven semi-active mass dampers.
Table 4.4 provides the mechanical features of the cantilever beams
used in this study. They are divided in front and back respectively and
identified by subscripts “f ” and “b”.
The tip masses are designed in order to maintain the static balance
of the drum. The proposed configuration allows to lower the total weight
of the machine by 25% of the weight of the ballast. In this way the initial
requirements of obtain lightweight machine is satisfied.
Figure 4.15 shows the picture of the professional washing machine
equipped with the cantilever beam mass dampers, while Figure 4.16
shows the detailed views of the cantilever beam mass damper built in-
house.
Appendix C contains the CAD drawings of the components designed
to assemble the semi-active cantilever beam TVAs.
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Figure 4.15: Picture of the professional washing machine equipped with
cantilever beam mass dampers.
Figure 4.16: Detail view of the front side cantilever beam mass damper.
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4.6 Experimental results
Figure 4.15 shows the experimental setup used to perform the meas-
ures presented in this chapter. The four tunable mass dampers, described
in Section 4.5, are installed in the four corners of the drum-frame in place
of the ballasts masses. The professional washing machine was located on
the same base frame structure used to perform the experimental tests
presented in Sections 2.4 and 3.5. The base frame was equipped with
four strain gauge load cells (Flintec ZLS Planar Beam) to measure the
total vertical component of force transmission through the feet of the
appliance.
Two types of external excitations were used to perform the experi-
mental analysis when the machine was equipped with the TVAs on either
the lightly damped and the heavily damped suspension configurations.
As shown in sketch (a) of Figure 4.17, for the lightly damped suspension
configuration, the excitation was generated only in vertical direction by
using a Tira Vib S51140 shaker connected to the drum via a stinger.
The excitation was controlled in such a way as to perform a frequency
sweep within the operation frequency range of the appliance. The drum
was equipped with a PCB Piezotronics accelerometers positioned on top
of the drum in such a way as to measure the vertical accelerations. For
the heavily damped suspension configuration of sketch (b) in Figure 4.17,
the excitation was instead generated by an unbalance mass placed in the
drum set to rotate with a ramp time-varying velocity. The lumped mass
was clamped inside the drum in order to generate a static unbalance,
which, for a given speed of rotation, produces a centrifugal force, that is,
a combination of harmonic forces in quadrature, oriented in vertical and
horizontal directions respectively. The centrifugal force was therefore
identified from the drum angular speed, measured with an incremental
encoder (Lika rotapuls IT65 ). In this case the drum was equipped with
two PCB Piezotronics accelerometers positioned on top and on the side
of the drum in such a way as to measure the vertical and horizontal
accelerations.



















Figure 4.17: Sketches of the experimental setups used to perform the
experimental spectra of the dynamic response of a professional washing
machine equipped with cantilever beam TVAs. Sketch (a) refers to the
experimental setup used with the lightly damped suspension configura-
tion and sketch (b) refers to the heavily damped suspension configura-
tion.
4.6.1 Measured FRFs spectra of the professional washing
machine equipped with TVA and the light damped
suspension configuration
The red dashed line in Figure 4.18 shows the simulated FRF spectrum
for the amplitude of the drum oscillations along vertical direction for
the washing machine equipped with four TVAs and the lightly damped
suspension configuration.
The fundamental natural frequency of the flexural vibrational mode
of the cantilever beam with tip mass system has been set to 15.5 Hz. The
solid lines show the measured amplitude of oscillations of the tub-drum
assembly mounted on the lightly damped springs. The first resonance
peak at 2.4Hz is due to the fundamental natural frequency for the vertical
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Figure 4.18: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
measured (solid lines) FRFs relative to drum oscillations along vertical
direction for the washing machine equipped with four cantilever beam
with tip mass TVAs. The solid lines refers to the measured spectra with
all the TVAs tuned at different fundamental resonance frequencies: 10Hz
(solid blue), 13Hz (solid black), 15.5Hz (solid yellow) and 18Hz (solid
green).
vibrational mode of the tub-drum assembly. At higher frequencies, above
the fundamental natural frequency, the amplitude of oscillation of the
system falls down at a 40 dB per decade rate up to the first fundamental
natural frequencies of the TVAs. Here the kinetic energy of the tub-
drum is transferred to the tuned mass dampers. This causes a narrow
band reduction of the drum oscillations along the vertical direction as
highlighted by the antiresonances shown in the spectra. The amplitude
of oscillation of the drum along vertical direction is reduced up to -
17 dB at 15.5 Hz. Sliding the tip masses along the beams, varies the
first fundamental natural frequency of the cantilever beam absorbers and
thus shifts the frequency of the antiresonances of the tub-drum assembly.
As predicted with the simulations, secondary resonance peaks arise at
frequencies just above the resonance frequency of the vibration absorbers.
At higher frequencies the amplitude of oscillation of the tub-drum system
decreases with a 40 dB down slope per decade. in the frequency range
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of interest, the simulated FRFs agree well with the respective measured
FRFs.
Figure 4.19 shows the transmissibility FRFs spectra when the shaker
excites the drum vertically. The amplitude spectra present resonance
peaks in correspondence of the fundamental natural frequency for the
vertical natural mode of the drum. Then, the force falls down at a 40 dB
per decade rate up to the fundamental natural frequency for the vertical
oscillation of the cantilever beam TVAs, where reductions of transmissib-
ility up to -15 dB are observed compared to standard configuration. The
force transmission per unit excitation is also characterised by a response
peak at frequencies just above the fundamental resonance frequency of
the TVA. With respect to the case with the TVA tuned at 15.5 Hz (yel-
low solid line), the simulated and measured FRF agrees quite well over
the range of frequencies of interest, except for some dynamic in the range
of 10÷ 12Hz that is not predicted.
These spectra show the possibility to cut down the oscillations of the
tub-drum system and the ground force transmission by properly tuning
the TVAs system. It is important the fundamental natural frequency of
the TVAs are carefully adapted to the angular speed of the drum in such
a way as to avoid the TVA would actually magnify the oscillations and
force transmission of the drum as highlighted by the resonance peaks at
frequencies slightly higher than the angular speed of the drum. Thus the
tip masses of the TVAs have to be sided in such a way as the antireson-
ance frequency in the spectra of the tub-drum assembly oscillations and
of the force transmission, coincides with the angular speed of the drum.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
measured (solid lines) FRFs relative to force transmission for the washing
machine equipped with four cantilever beam with tip mass TVAs. The
solid lines refers to the measured spectra with all the TVAs tuned at
different fundamental resonance frequencies: 10Hz (solid blue), 13Hz
(solid black), 15.5Hz (solid yellow) and 18Hz (solid green).
4.6.2 Measured FRFs spectra of the professional washing
machine equipped with TVA and heavily damped
suspension configuration
Figure 4.20 shows the simulated (red dashed lines) and measured
(blue solid lines) FRFs spectra for the amplitude of the drum oscillations
in horizontal (Plot a) and vertical (Plot b) directions for the washing
machine equipped with four TVAs absorbers and the heavily damped
suspension configuration. Table 4.5 provides the mechanical parameters
of the appliance which have been used to simulate the FRFs spectra
for drum oscillations in horizontal and vertical directions and the force
transmitted to ground. The mechanical features of the cantilever beam
TVAs are reported in Table 4.4.
The FRFs spectra were measured by spinning the drum with lumped
unbalance mass on it up to the desired speed and then let it slow down
until it stopped, as done for the validation tests presented in Section 2.4.2.
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Table 4.5: Mechanical parameters of the appliance equipped with TVAs
which have been used in the simulation of the FRFs of drum oscillations



















The experimental tests were performed using 0.394kg of unbalance mass
placed inside the rotating drum.
The measured spectra of the amplitude of oscillations of the tub-
drum assembly show large attenuations of the peak responses at the fun-
damental natural frequencies of the vertical and horizontal vibrational
modes. The low amplitude oscillations, due to small amount of unbal-
ance, changes the contributions of the passive heavily damped suspen-
sion system. Furthermore, the fundamental natural frequencies for the
horizontal and vertical oscillations of the drum are slightly shifted to
higher frequencies. These are justified by two different phenomena. The
total mass of the tub-drum assembly has been lowered in favour of the
TVAs system while the suspension system is stiffened and damped due
to the lower amplitude of oscillations. This is because the inner parts
of the standard passive heavily damped shock absorbers are composed
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Figure 4.20: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
measured (black solid line) FRFs relative to drum oscillations along ho-
rizontal and vertical direction for the washing machine equipped with
four cantilever beam with tip mass TVAs. The solid lines refers to the
measured spectra with all the TVAs tuned at the fundamental resonance
frequencies of 12.3Hz in vertical direction.
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of spongy material drenched with oily and greasy viscous fluid that in-
creases the total stiffness and damping of the suspension for small dis-
placements and generate a non linear dynamic response of the dampers.
The superposition of these contributes increases the fundamental natural
frequencies for the horizontal and vertical oscillations of the drum and
smooth the resonance peaks. The measured spectra show antiresonances
at 11.9Hz and at 12.3Hz respectively for the horizontal and vertical vi-
brational modes. Since the TVA beams have annular cross section, the
fundamental natural frequencies of the cantilever beams with tip masses
for horizontal and vertical oscillations, are slightly different. This means
that the in-house TVAs assemblies are not orthogonally symmetric. At
frequencies above the first fundamental natural frequency of the vibra-
tion absorbers, the responses are characterised by the dynamics of the
TVA system. The simulated FRFs do not agree well with the measured
ones, in particular for the spectra along the y axis. The model pre-
dicts the amplitude of oscillation of the tub-drum equipped with TVA
devices by considering only the first fundamental natural frequency for
horizontal and vertical directions of the mass-cantilever beams TVA, thus
the dynamic effects relative to higher vibrational modes is not predicted.
Furthermore the TVAs were tuned by sliding the tip masses along the
beams. This solution modifies the length of the beam and in particular
the static bending moment applied at the joint connections. As a res-
ult, the tub-drum assembly slightly rotates up to the new configuration
of equilibrium. This changes the orientation of the accelerometers and
affects the measures. Better agreement was observed for the horizontal
direction of oscillation, where the tuning of the TVAs do not modify the
static bending moment at the frame of the tub-drum system. Moreover,
the model does not include non linearity effects and the coupling of the
TVAs systems.
Figure 4.21 shows the simulated (red dashed line) and the measured
(solid blue line) FRF spectra of the ground force transmission. The reson-
ance peaks, relative to the fundamental horizontal and vertical natural
vibrational modes of the tub-drum assembly, are significantly attenu-
ated. This is due to the increased damping contribute caused by the
lower amplitude oscillations of the system. The antiresonance frequency
is slightly shifted with respect to the fundamental natural frequency of
the TVAs. However the use of the vibrational absorbers reduces the force
transferred to the ground down to 31 dB with a reduction of 7 dB. At
higher frequencies the measured FRFs spectra of the force increase pro-
portionally with the damping contribute as predicted by the model. The
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simulated spectrum does not agree well with the measured one because
it underestimates the amplitude of force transmitted below the funda-
mental natural frequency of the cantilever beams and overestimates this
value at higher frequencies. Furthermore the antiresonance is shifted in
frequency.


















Figure 4.21: Comparison between the simulated (red dashed line) and
measured (black solid line) FRFs relative to ground force transmission for
the washing machine equipped with four cantilever beam with tip mass
TVAs. The solid lines refers to the measured spectra with all the TVAs






This thesis has presented analytical, simulation and experimental
work on two vibration control systems for professional washing machines,
which are characterised by a tub-drum-ballast masses assembly suspen-
ded on four helical springs and friction dampers connected in parallel.
The study was focussed on the control of the tub-drum oscillations along
the vertical and horizontal directions and on the control of the tub-drum
normal force transmitted to ground via the four spring-damper elements
during a customised extraction cycle. The study considered the vibration
control effects produced by two semi-active devices. Firstly, a semi-active
damper, which enhances the vibration isolation effect offered by the sus-
pension system that holds the tub-drum assembly. Secondly, a semi-
active Tuned Vibration Absorber, which replaces the ballast masses to
absorb the vibration energy of the tub-drum assembly at the spinning
frequency.
Mechanical lumped parameter models were developed to predict the
time-history and frequency response functions of the displacements of
the tub-drum assembly along vertical and horizontal directions and the
normal force transmitted to the ground via the isolation system, with
reference to the harmonic excitation produced by the unbalanced spin-
ning drum and considering three configurations of the washing machine.
Firstly, the standard isolation configuration, where the tub-drum as-
sembly is suspended on four helical springs and friction dampers con-
nected in parallel. Secondly, a semi-active isolation configuration, where
the tub-drum assembly is suspended on four helical springs connected in
parallel with tunable friction dampers, which switch the damping level
from a very high value at low spinning velocities to a very low value
at high spinning velocities. Thirdly, a semi-active vibration absorption
configuration, where the tub-drum assembly is suspended on four helical
springs and friction dampers connected in parallel and the ballast masses
are replaced by tunable vibration absorbers, which are manually adapted
to absorb vibration energy at the spinning velocity of the drum.
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The study provided also an empirical model of the time and frequency
dependent residual moisture content in clothes, which can be used to
predict the variation of the amount of unbalance load during the spinning
cycle. Constant garments composition, constant temperature, constant
filling coefficient and no use of detergent were assumed. Furthermore,
the empirical model was validated for the typical range of shape factors
of the drum available in professional markets.
Chapter 2 presented and validated experimentally the lumped para-
meter model for the coupled horizontal and vertical oscillations of the
tub-drum assembly mounted on four helical springs and friction dampers
connected in parallel and for the normal force transmission to the ground
via the four suspensions. Simulated and experimental FRFs spectra for
the amplitude of oscillation in horizontal and vertical directions and
for the normal force transmitted to ground were found in good agree-
ment with the respective measured FRFs. The simulated and measured
FRFs spectra for the oscillations in horizontal and vertical directions
are characterised by two resonance peaks at 1.2 Hz and 2.3 Hz, which
are due to the horizontal and vertical vibration natural modes of the
visco-elastically suspended tub-drum assembly. At higher frequencies,
the spectra for the amplitude of drum oscillations in horizontal and ver-
tical directions level to a constant value, which is independent on the
stiffness and damping levels of the suspensions and, instead, depend on
the eccentricity factor of the unbalanced drum. The simulated and meas-
ured FRFs spectra of the force transmitted are also characterised by the
two resonance peaks at 1.2 Hz and 2.3 Hz, which are due to the horizontal
and vertical vibration natural modes of the visco-elastically suspended
tub-drum assembly. However, at higher frequencies, the transmitted
force monotonically rises proportionally to frequency. The measured
FRFs spectra with the heavily damped suspensions did not perfectly
overlap the simulated FRFs. The measured resonance frequencies were
slightly shifted up to 1.7 Hz and 3.0 Hz respectively for the horizontal
and vertical modes. This was due to stiffening effects produced by the
dampers. At higher frequencies the FRFs were characterised by a con-
stant value, which is proportional to the eccentricity factor and does not
depend on the damping of the suspensions. The measured and simulated
force transmission matched quite well at higher frequencies but not in
the proximity of the resonance frequency of the horizontal vibrational
mode. This was due to the non perfect identification and repeatability
of the damping effect produced by the suspensions.
The second chapter also defined a measurement methodology and
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provided an experimental model to predict dewatering from the washed
load during the spinning cycle of professional washing machines. The
study was focussed on the residual moisture content, which is the para-
meter commonly used to evaluate performances of washing machines and
thus is used to design the extraction cycle and drying phase. Because
of the complexity of the washing process in domestic and professional
appliances, an experimental approach was chosen to derive an empir-
ical model for the dewatering phenomenon during extraction cycle. The
model was derived under the hypothesis of constant garments’ compos-
ition, constant temperature, constant filling coefficient and no use of
detergent. An experimental set up was designed and built in accordance
with the international standards for this type of measurements. Repeat-
ability analysis demonstrated the general validity of the procedure on
the entire spinning speed and washing capacity range. In fact, the max-
imum variation in terms of measured residual moisture content was lower
than 0.3% at high speed. Water retention time histories for different G-
acceleration factors were used to define a polynomial function, which can
be used to predict dewatering performances as a function of time and G-
acceleration, regardless of drum geometry. Best performances occur at
high values of time and G-acceleration, where the water retention value
decreases up to 120% with respect to the initial water content. The G-
acceleration factor showed the greatest impact on residual moisture con-
tent compared to time. The accuracy of the proposed empirical model
equation was evaluated calculating the data residuals, which were lower
than ±2% for all the appliances, when the extraction cycle is longer than
2 minutes. Finally a scaling analysis showed no considerable influence of
the drum shape and capacity on water retention performances over 100-
G. Therefore, for the shape factor range and the G-acceleration typically
adopted on professional washing machines, one-dimensional polynomial
function was used to predict dewatering performances.
Chapter 3 presented and validated experimentally the lumped para-
meter model for the coupled horizontal and vertical oscillations of the
tub-drum assembly mounted on four helical springs and semi-active fric-
tion dampers connected in parallel and for the normal force transmis-
sion to ground via the four suspensions. The semi-active friction based
damper was specifically designed for a professional washing machine. It
was operated in such a way as to implement high damping levels at low
frequencies, where the dynamic response of the drum was controlled by
the fundamental natural modes for vertical and transverse oscillations of
the tub-drum assembly mounted on four helical springs and semi-active
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dampers, and low damping levels at higher frequencies, where the nor-
mal force transmission to ground is proportional to frequency and the
friction damping level in the suspension. The experimental results pro-
duced in this study have shown that the semi-active damper effectively
brings down the tub-drum oscillations in vertical and horizontal direction
in the low frequency region characterised by the resonance peaks due to
the two fundamental natural modes. In particular, when the washing
machine spins at the two fundamental resonance frequencies, the drum
oscillations are reduced by 20 and 55 dB respectively. The amplitude of
the oscillations did not vary at higher frequencies since it solely depends
on the ratio between the unbalance mass and drum. The proposed semi-
active damper effectively brought down also the normal force transmitted
to ground for low angular speeds of the drum. Indeed the amplitude of
the force transmitted when the drum angular velocity coincided with
the two fundamental resonance frequencies of the drum-springs system
was reduced by about 30 and 20 dB respectively. More importantly, the
force transmission at higher frequencies remained constant rather than
rising as found for the machine equipped with the passive damper. As
a result, at full spinning angular speed the force transmitted to ground
was reduced by 7 dB compared to that found with the passive damper
configuration. This is a very important result, which shows how the pro-
posed semi-active damper can be effectively used to mitigate both the
high oscillations and force transmission at low spinning velocity of the
drum in correspondence to the fundamental resonance frequencies as well
as the force transmission at the highest spinning velocity of the drum.
Chapter 4 presented and validated experimentally the lumped para-
meter model for the partially coupled horizontal and vertical oscillations
of the tub-drum-TVA assembly mounted on four helical springs and fric-
tion dampers connected in parallel and for the normal force transmission
to ground via the four suspensions. A prototype TVA was designed and
tested. The TVA was formed by a cantilever beam with annular cross
section and a cylindrical mass with a circular hole having the same di-
mension as the external diameter of the clamped beam. The cylindrical
mass was inserted in the beam such that it can slide along its length. In
this way the natural frequency of the fundamental bending modes in the
horizontal and vertical planes could be varied over a wide frequency range
comprised between the fundamental resonance frequencies that charac-
terise the response of the machine and higher spinning frequency of the
washing machine. Simulation and experimental results have shown that
the proposed TVAs can be effectively used to absorb vibration kinetic
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energy of the tub-drum assembly at the tuning frequency. Therefore,
both the tub-drum oscillations in vertical and horizontal direction and
the normal force transmission to ground could be effectively reduced,
both in correspondence to the low frequency resonances and at higher
frequencies. However this requires a fine tuning of the TVA, otherwise
the dynamics of the TVA could even enhance the oscillations and force
transmission to the ground. Therefore a fine tracking system is required
to continuously adapt the tuning of the TVA to the spinning velocity
of the drum. Nevertheless, the experimental results presented in this
chapter have shown that the vertical vibrational mode of the drum and
force transmitted were reduced of -17 dB and -15 dB respectively with
the lightly damped springs suspension configuration.
The lumped parameter model predicted roughly the measured FRFs
spectra over the entire frequency range. The TVA had little effect on
lower the tub-drum assembly oscillations when it was mounted in heav-
ily damped spring-dampers suspension. Small differences in the funda-
mental natural frequencies of the first vibrational mode of the absorbers
were produced by asymmetric dynamics of the four dampers.
Future work
The study presented in this thesis has brought up few topics that
would be interesting to further investigate in future studies as listed
below:
• Integrate the dewatering model in the lumped parameter model for
the vibrations and force transmission of the tub-drum assembly.
• Extend the validity of the proposed model by taking into consider-
ation the coupling effects of different cantilever beam and tip mass
vibration absorbers.
• Study and investigate non-linearities in the mechanical model.
• Improve the design of the semi-active dampers so that they can
really operate in a professional machine for all the life cycle of the
appliance.
• Develop a compact self-tuning vibration absorber such that its first
fundamental resonance frequency is automatically adapted to the
revolution speed of the drum.
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• Develop a “Digital Twin” model able to predict the oscillations of
the tub-drum assembly and the force transmitted, to suggest real
time solutions and to implement remote control.
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